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Abstract

This thesis is based on the application of flexibility analysis on a supply chain contract.

The work was implemented using a practical case exploring a relationship between a

car manufacturer (buyer) and a parts supplying company (supplier). Commonly, such

contracts are ratified for a fixed duration - typically three years. A nominal order

quantity (or initial capacity reservation) and a variation rate controlling the potential

adjustments with respect to the nominal quantity for each period are imposed on the

supplier when signing the contract. The supplier guarantees to meet the firm order

should it fall within the range agreed upon, and charges a unit price of the product

linear in the variation rate in order to protect himself from risks. The buyer in return is

required to order the minimum quantity in each period defined by the nominal quantity

and variation rate in the contract.

The overall goal throughout the course of this PhD was to analyse this Quantity Flex-

ibility (QF) contract at the strategic (or contracting) level. The prime focus - from

the buyer’s perspective - was to develop a policy that determines the optimal nominal

order quantity (Q) and variation rate (β) underpinning the contract that ensures the

actual order quantity satisfies the actual demand as much as possible in each period

and the total cost, including purchasing cost, inventory holding and backlogging costs,

is minimised over the contract length. The approach taken in this study is aimed at

solving the problem in two different settings. One is called the deterministic setting,

where the demands are considered as deterministic and the other is called stochastic

setting, where the demands are stochastic and stationary.

For the deterministic setting, a parametric Linear Programming (pLP ) model is de-

veloped from the buyer/retailer’s perspective to help analyse the optimal combination

of values of β and Q. In the pLP model, the decision variables are the actual order

quantity in each period, represented by vector x and β and Q are treated as the param-

eters. For each combination of values of β and Q, the optimal value of the vector x can
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be found by solving the corresponding Linear Programming (LP) model to optimality.

However, the number of the combinations of the values of β and Q could be unlim-

ited. To explore the optimal combination of values of β and Q, the convexity of the

optimal value of the pLP model has been examined. Due to the fact that the optimal

combination of values of β and Q cannot be analytically found due to mathematical

intractability, this thesis numerically evaluates the best combination of β and Q to draw

some managerial insights based on the findings.

For the stochastic setting, this thesis analyses the long-run behaviour of the system

when the signed contract is executed and calculates the mathematical expectation of

per-period total purchasing, inventory holding and backlogging costs, as a function

of the contracting parameters β and Q. The optimal values of these parameters are

calculated through simulation of various demand patterns. For this purpose, we consider

the basic case with zero lead time and a very simple order policy during the execution

of the contract. These assumptions are nevertheless reasonable in the context of a car

manufacturer and a supplier delivering Just-In-Time (JIT) parts using a QF contract.

The evolution of the inventory position can be modelled with a Markov chain and the

long-run behaviour of the system can then be analysed by considering the steady-state.

Due to mathematical intractability, the steady-state is estimated through simulation.

Our models differ from the previous similar works found in the literature where the QF

mechanism is implemented in a way that in the models used in these works the nominal

quantity (Q) and the flexibility parameter (β) are:

� analysed separately,

� coupled with other forms of coordinative drives,

� or computed using approximate methods and heuristics that are unable to firmly

guarantee global optimum solutions.

.

Keywords: Quantity flexibility contracting, order quantity, inventory management,

stochastic process, Markov chain
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last few decades, the world economy has undergone radical changes. It has

become more global and grown inextricably interconnected. But the growing sophis-

tication and ever-expanding reach of the supply chain has rendered them prone to a

variety of complex problems to contend with. While downstream members are working

to contain the sometimes volatile nature of commodities’ requirements through guaran-

teeing sufficient supply to match demand, upstream members want an ebb in demand

uncertainty in order to build an efficient capacity planning.

One chief objective of a supply chain system is to create a smooth flow of goods - raw

materials and finished product, while kerbing the costs incurred. Firms employ diverse

approaches to shield themselves from fluctuating market demand and escalating trans-

action costs. For instance, some seal forward contracts by agreeing the size and price

of key commodities a few quarters (periods) down the line. While all these measures

do assist in mitigating - to some extent, possible risk of market volatility, none of these

is enough to ensure complete insulation from constantly changing market demands.

Though organisations across almost all sectors are affected, some sectors bear the brunt

more so than others. Even within the same sector, some firms might end up more

severely affected than others owing to their unique product profiles. In the car man-

ufacturing industry for instance, Ford reported a decline of 21% from a net income

of $946 million in the third quarter of 2005, down from nearly $1.2 billion dollars in

the second quarter of 2004. Among the hosts of factors that narrowed the company’s

profit margins, was rising cost of raw materials such as steel. One explanation of the

cause of such rise in cost was commodity scarcity which can in turn rocket the price.
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This situation is still relevant now, as 53% of companies reported in 2015 that raw

materials price fluctuation is their top risk [57]. Another factor potentially affecting

the company profit margins could simply be the presence of uncertainties in supply

and demand. This also represents a crucial issue as 51% of companies in 2015 ranked

forecast accuracy and demand variability as the top obstacles to achieving supply chain

goals [57]. To help remedy these problems, improved cooperation between key players

of the system - helping coordinate the system and thus streamline management of risks

is crucial. Hence, supply chain coordination has grown into an important management

paradigm.

Decentralised decisional structure systems in many industrial contexts are cases where

the issue of supply chain coordination arises. Under known risks, members involved

in such system have only access to local information. It is commonplace to use a

corporate rule in cases such as in vertically integrated supply chain system. The supplier

must invest in capacity and inventory in advance in the face of the unreliable demand

information caused especially by distortions, and hence shoulder the largest burden

of the risk. The quality of the demand information to be confronted by the supplier

may not be totally shouldered by the downstream members, and hence they do not

assume a position to reduce the risks on their own. Several industrial examples of

these inefficiencies and the analyses of their potential causes are provided in the work

of Lee et al. [39]. Commonly, this problem is palliated by price and quota adjustments.

However, their success has not proven to be sufficient. More comprehensive schemes

for coordinating among supply chain members are required, because pricing strategies

(and other traditional practices) alone are not sufficient for the efficient operation of

the supply chain.

The manner in which interactions between members of the supply chain are structured

is crucial in terms of improving the alignments of incentives and equitably sharing the

risks between members. With the increasing desire to contain an immensely effervescent

and dynamic business environment, interactions between members across the interface

of the supply chain are increasingly turning dependent on factors such as “commitment

to cooperate on shared goals benefiting each entity” and “flexibility to adequately an-

swer to varying market conditions”, in contrast to traditional relationships hinged on

mainly price discounting and quota arrangements [54]. This change of focus demands

on the members to diverge from flexible organisation to flexible supply chain. As a

result, proactive approaches aimed at reducing supply chain uncertainty are receiving

important consideration in these interactions, instead of simply reactive means of deal-

ing with uncertainty [30]. This requires research tailored to a better understanding of

2
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incentives and constraints confronted by members faced with flexible capacity problems.

Coordination within a supply chain comes in numerous forms and the main mechanisms

used to achieve coordination are mostly classified in the literature in four different taxo-

nomic groups including contracts, which is broadly discussed in Chapter 2, information

technology, information sharing, and joint decision making [3, 27]. Although a great

wealth of research exists on coordination mechanisms, we are particularly interested in

contractual agreements (coordination contract). Generally, contracting allows a down-

stream supply chain member to procure products from an upstream member for a

determined length of time under mutually agreed terms and conditions expounding the

way in which the contract is put into effect. This is aimed at significantly improving

cooperation between supply chain members as the risk can be shared between suppli-

ers and buyer/retailers and thereby improving the overall performance of the supply

chain as a whole, as well as, though not necessarily always, the performance of each

party individually. In supply chain management, there exists a variety of contractual

agreements. These range from price only contracts to more complex coordinating mech-

anisms incorporating possibly return policies clauses. The types of contracts chosen for

implementation depends on the dynamics of the interactions between players and issues

faced with the supply chain system.

In this thesis, the focus is particularly placed on QF contracts. A number of coordina-

tion contracts incorporating flexibility mechanisms have been studied in the literature.

These include Backup agreement (BA) [23], Minimum Commitment (MC) [8], Revenue

Sharing (RS) [15], Buyback agreement (BA), Sales Rebate (SR), Quantity discount

and a number of Composite contracts (CP). We refer the readers to a more detailed

review in Govindan [27]. Although the coordination contracts come in numerous forms,

the work undertaken in this thesis is linked to Quantity Flexibility (QF) [9, 66] con-

tracts. Quantity flexibility contracts are frequently used in the high-tech market envi-

ronment, such as automotive parts, semiconductor industries and capacity reservation

in transportation [36]. These industries are characterised by production inflexibility

and short-lifecycle products mainly due to their rapidly changing technological realm,

capital intensive investment approach and high demand uncertainty [36]. Hence, these

industries are brought to carefully consider the way their businesses are conducted.

To overcome these hurdles, flexible supply coordination through contracts between the

members is commonly used.

A QF contract benefits the downstream members in the sense that it limits risks on

their side and reduces uncertainty on the upstream members. In a QF contract, the

3
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downstream member is allowed a degree of latitude to defer some of his purchases to a

future date and convenient price after an improved forecast of the customer demand is

made available [58], hence passing in the process some of the expected cost associated

with the demand uncertainty on to the supplier - the upstream member. The upstream

member on the other hand, is enticed in this structural arrangement to prepare the

production capacity in advance.

In the literature, both single and multi-periods QF contracts have been examined [34,

58, 66], and an extension of the multi-period quantity flexibility, the rolling horizon

flexibility contract, was proposed and analysed by Bassok and Anupindi (2008) [9], Lian

et al. (2010) [42] and Sethi (2004) [58] to name just a few. More recently, numerous

works have focused on composite contracts where a QF contract is coupled with another

one or with a combination of other types of contracts [19, 73]. Some variation of the

QF contracts can be found in Kim (2014) [33] in a more complex supply chain setting.

A detailed survey on QF contracts is provided in Chapter 2. In the following section,

we introduce the problem environment exploring a type of QF contract and how it will

be implemented.

1.1 Problem description

The focus of this section is to provide an elaborated description of the problem envi-

ronment explored throughout this thesis. First, a brief description of the supply chain

system of interest along with schematic apparatus is provided followed by an overview

of planning strategies and assumptions used. The research is based on the application of

quantity flexibility analysis on a supply chain contract characterised by a decentralised

decisional structure. The work is implemented using a practical case exploring a de-

centralised structure where a buyer - a car manufacturer, is served by a single supplier

- a parts supplying company. The car manufacturer is confronted with an end market

characterised by either deterministic or stochastic market demands. In the real world,

this type of contracts is signed for a determined length of time - typically three years.

In the supply chain framework explored in this work, there exists a palpable conflict

of interest among the members involved. To respond to the timely market, the buyer

commits resources to production quantity based on forecasted rather than realised

demand. This commitment incurs the supplier’s direct costs of securing raw material,

and setting up machinery to attain enough production capacity. As a result, the supplier

4
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prefers an early commitment to orders from the buyer to cover the risks of over and

under-production. On the other hand, the buyer favours a flexible ordering scheme

to prevent incurrence of inventory costs and be in the position to respond timely to

market variability. To cope with these conflicts of interest, the QF contract needs to

be signed, which couples the retailer’s commitment to purchase no less than a certain

percentage (1 − β) below the forecasted average period order quantity Q with the

supplier’s guarantee to deliver up to a certain percentage (1 + β) above the forecasted

average period order quantity Q, where β and Q are called variation rate and nominal

order quantity respectively in the QF contract.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the supply chain system studied in this thesis, where a variation

rate β (e.g. 20%) with respect to a nominal quantity Q (e.g. 100 units) for each period

are imposed to the supplier.

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the supply chain system studied in this research.

In a period, when the actual order quantity (or firm order) falls within the contracted

range (80-120 units for the illustrated example above), it’s up to the supplier to supply

the order quantity. The supplier charges a unit price as a function of the variation rate

β, in order to protect himself from risks. The unit price function is assumed to be an

increasing linear function reflecting the fact the larger β is, the more risk the supplier

is taking and the higher unit price he charges.
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Figure 1.2: Relationship of the unit price p(β) and variation rate β when p(β) is a
linear convex function

Figure 1.2 provides a graphical illustration of relationship of the unit price p(β) and

variation rate β when the unit price function is assumed to take the following form:

p(β) = c0 + βc1 (1.1.1)

In equation (1.1.1), c0 and c1 are known non-negative constants. The value c0 denotes

the minimal possible unit price with zero flexibility and c1 represents a given fixed rate

of the change of the unit price function p(β).

From the buyer’s perspective, the higher the variation rate β is, the more flexible its

actual order quantities are, the less the holding or backlogging costs will be. On the

vice versa, the retailer’s procurement flexibility comes at a higher procurement cost,

since the higher the variation rate β is, the higher the unit price p(β) will be. Thus the

models developed both in the deterministic and stochastic settings are parametrised

by β and Q. The supplier’s role in this decentralised decisional structure arrangement

through the QF contract repose on determining the values of the parameters (c0 and

c1) defining the function of the unit price p(β) (see equation (1.1.1) for the full account

of these parameters). The determination of these parameters by the supplier is beyond

the scope of this current study and we will assume that they are given as constants.

The QF contract is necessary in the above elaborated scenario in the sense that it

facilitates risk sharing. That is, the QF contract shifts part of the retailer’s risk due

to demand uncertainty to the supplier and guarantees the availability of the products

as required. The supplier, in turn, is compensated by the additional revenue obtained
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through higher whole sale price and can arrange the production in advance. The collab-

oration between the two participants through the QF contract will provide benefits to

the entire supply chain. Hence both the supplier and the buyer are enticed by incentives

to enter the QF contract.

The overall goal of this PhD thesis is to analyse this QF contract at the strategic

level. The prime focus - from the buyer’s perspective - is to develop a policy that

determines the optimal nominal order quantity (Q) and variation rate (β) underpinning

the contract that ensures the actual order quantity satisfies the actual demand as much

as possible in each period and the total cost, including purchasing cost, inventory

holding and backlogging costs, is minimised over the contract length. The approach

taken in this study is aimed at solving the problem in two different settings. One is

called deterministic setting, where the demands are considered as deterministic and the

other is called stochastic setting, where the demands are stochastic and stationary.

We note that at the strategic level, the information shared between the supplier and

the buyer is as follows:

� demand forecast for each period

� the unit inventory holding cost for the items in each period. In this research

we assume that the unit cost of carrying inventory is constant throughout the

planning horizon

� the unit shortage cost with both parties agreeing that unmet demands are back-

ordered. The unit shortage is assumed to be constant throughout the contract

length.

In the following section, we reintroduce the statements of aims and provide a brief

description on how we intend to solve the problem at the strategic level.

1.2 Research aims and objectives

In this section, we focus on providing the statement of aims and the objectives set

to solve the problem at contracting level. We begin by providing the overall goal of

the research, followed by the steps taken in terms of developing a policy which help
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the buyer acquire sufficient information and understand the key flexibility parameters

involved before ratifying the contract.

The principal goal over the course of this research was to model and carry out the

analysis of a quantity flexibility on a supply chain contract between a buyer (a car

manufacturer) and a supplier (a parts supplying company). Although this study could

be conducted both at strategic and operational levels, the steps taken in this study are

aimed at dealing with the problem at strategic level. These steps are briefly described

and given in sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 below. The objective of the buyer is to minimise

the sum of purchasing costs, inventory holding costs, and backlogging costs in the

absence of fixed set-up or order costs and having zero lead-time between supplier and

buyer at the contracting level. These assumptions are reasonable in the context of a

car manufacturer and a supplier delivering Just In Time (JIT ) product using a QF

contract.

1.2.1 Deterministic setting, step one

For the deterministic setting, the demand was considered to be deterministic. When

signing the contract, the demand for each period of the planning horizon was unknown.

But in the deterministic setting, the demand can be forecasted using historical data

and was treated as known data.

The objectives set to solve the problem in its deterministic setting were the following:

� Develop a parametric Linear Programming (pLP ) model from the retailer’s per-

spective to help analyse the optimal combination of values of β and Q. In the

pLP model, the decision variables are the actual order quantity in each period

when the contract is executed, represented by vector x and β and Q are treated

as the parameters.

� Find the optimal value of the vector x by solving the corresponding Linear Pro-

gramming (LP) model to optimality for each combination of values of β and Q.

� Examine the convexity of the optimal value of the pLP model to explore the

possibility of finding optimal combination of values of β and Q analytically.

� Evaluate the best combination of β and Q to draw some managerial insights based

on the numerical evaluation.
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1.2.2 Stochastic setting, step two

In step two, the demand is considered as stationary but stochastic. That is, when

signing the contract, the demand for each period of the planning horizon was treated

as unknown but the statistical properties of the demand fluctuation do not change over

time.

The objectives set to solve the problem in its stochastic setting were the following:

� Analyse the long-run behaviour of the system when the signed contract is exe-

cuted. The evolution of the inventory position can be modelled with a Markov

chain and the long-run behaviour of the system can then be analysed by consid-

ering the steady-state.

� Estimate the steady-state through simulation due to mathematical intractability.

� Calculate the mathematical expectation of per-period total purchasing, inventory

holding and backlogging costs for the buyer, as a function of the contracting

parameters β and Q.

� Calculate the optimal values of parameters β and Q through simulation in various

demand patterns.

1.3 Contributions

This section focuses on the contributions that this study has made to the modelling

and analysis of a QF contract. In the literature, most of the works put emphasis on

modelling and analysing the QF contracts at the operational level, in which the rolling-

horizon (RH) replenishment modelling framework has been frequently used. Under the

RH framework, a buyer can update demand information and inventory status, modify

order quantities committed previously, place an advanced order for a new period at the

end of the RH, and move along in time seamlessly. However, there exists a gap in the

literature in the way the analysis of the QF contract is conducted. The analysis of the

flexibility parameters is often overlooked or just not thoroughly analysed when signing

the contract. In the literature, the level of flexibility allowed is either:

� already defined through incremental price penalty [41]
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� coupled with other forms of coordinative drives [19, 37, 73]

� optimised outside of the main models then integrated in the optimisation as a

constant on the operational level [41]

� adopted in terms of a ballpark flexibility rate [72]

From a methodological point of view, dynamic programming was one of the most effec-

tive techniques in the literature to develop optimal order policy in finite RH framework

when signing a QF contract. However, this modelling approach is very complex and

time consuming in cases where the number of decision variables and periods are signif-

icantly large. As a result, many works in the literature implemented simplified models

or adopted heuristic approaches to compute approximate solutions for the QF contracts

under RH framework.

The work carried out in this thesis contributes to the existing literature by analysing

the nominal quantity (Q) and flexibility parameter (β) at the same time at the strategic

level. As previously mentioned in the statement of aims provided in section 1.2, the

goal was to solve the problem in two distinctive steps: namely the deterministic setting

for step one (see Chapter 4) and stochastic setting for step two (see Chapter 5). In

both these settings, we appropriately - based on certain assumptions, developed models

to analyse the interactions between the members involved. These models could also be

applied to any two consecutive further upstream members or downstream members in

the supply chain that are independently managed as formally distinct members. In

the following lines, we enumerate the contributions that these two pre-cited steps have

made to the literature of the QF contracts.

1. For the deterministic setting - step one, we developed a pLP model, where the

decision variables are the actual order quantity in each period, represented by

vector x and β and Q are treated as the parameters.

First, with each pair of given values of β and Q, the relationship between the car

manufacturer and its supplier are given by the following expression.

γ (β,Q,x) =

p(β)DT + f(x) if x ∈ D(β,Q)

+∞ Otherwise
(1.3.1)

where DT is the total demand over the contractual length; f(x) represents the

total inventory holding and backlogging cost for the buyer; D(β,Q) represents the
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feasible domain of the pLP model parameterised by β and Q and γ (β,Q,x) rep-

resents the total cost of purchasing, holding and backlogging of the buyer. These

expressions can also be found in tables 4.1 and 4.2 when defining the notations

in chapter 4 to carry out the flexibility analysis in the deterministic setting. Let

g(β,Q) be the optimum total cost of purchasing and inventory shortage/holding

costs for given parameters β and Q. We have:

g(β,Q) = min
x∈D(β,Q)

γ (β,Q,x) (1.3.2)

Second, the non linear part of equation (1.3.1) was linearised to form the pLP

model. Both the primal and the dual forms of this pLP model are parameterised

by β and Q. The primal pLP model is a “Right-hand-side parametric Linear

Program” (RHS-pLP), where only the constraints are parameterised by β and

Q and its dual form is an “Objective Function pLP” (OF-pLP), where only the

objective function of the dual form is parameterised by β and Q. To facilitate the

theoretical analysis, the dual form was used.

Further analyses have proved that the value of β and Q minimising the inven-

tory holding and backlogging cost does not necessarily minimise the total cost

of purchasing, inventory holding and backlogging g(β,Q). That is why this re-

search is interesting. The larger β is, the lower is the total inventory holding and

backlogging cost (which is common sense and no mathematical analysis is needed

to bring this assertion to light), but the higher the purchase cost (which is also

common sense). The interest of this research and mathematical model lies in

their contribution to find the best trade-off. To that end, a thorough theoretical

analysis of the dual pLP model was conducted to explore the possibility of finding

an analytical solution to the problem.

Finally, the theoretical analysis entailed proving the convexity of the optimal val-

ues of the pLP model with respect to single or joint parameters. The proof of the

convexity of the optimal values of the pLP model with respect to one parameter

allows us to fix the value of one parameter (say β) and search over the feasible

region of the other parameter (say Q) more efficiently using the Golden section

search algorithm. This will be further discussed in section 4.5 Computational

result.

The joint parameters convexity on the other hand opens the door to the oppor-

tunity of analytically finding the optimum solution by using simple optimisation

techniques which allows the optimum solution to be found using a considerably

reduced sampling space. In this thesis we failed to analytically prove that the
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optimum total cost function g(β,Q) is jointly convex with respect to both β and

Q although the simulation results have pointed that the function g(β,Q) could

be at least uni-modal.

2. For the stochastic setting in step two, the change in the state of the inventory

position from one discrete time period (say t) to the next(say t+1) is modelled as

a Markov chain. The objective function of the expected per-period total purchas-

ing, inventory holding and backlogging costs for the buyer in the long run was

parameterised by β and Q. Having failed to achieve the steady-state of the inven-

tory position in the long run analytically due to the mathematical intractability,

we estimated the steady-state through simulation. Then the expected per-period

value of the objective function constructed is simulated and the best combinations

of the parameters in the stochastic setting are found in various demand patterns

through simulation also.

To summarise this section, we reiterate the fact that: in the deterministic setting, we

contribute to the literature of QF contracts by considering a pLP problem parame-

terised by β and Q and in the stochastic setting, we propose a Markovian model also

parameterised by β and Q to analyse deterministic and stochastic QF contracts. To the

best of our knowledge, the modeling approach adopted has not been explored before in

previous related works found in literature. As previously stated, in similar works, the

QF contracts were implemented in a way that the nominal quantity(Q) and the flexi-

bility parameter (β) are either analysed separately [9, 66, 65], coupled with other forms

of coordinative drives [73, 19], or computed using approximate methods and heuristics

that are unable to firmly guarantee a global optimum solution [33].

1.4 Thesis structure

In this section, we provide a short definition of the body of the thesis and give a brief

description of the main concepts which are the focus of this work. We begin in Chap-

ter 1 with an overview of supply chain systems and the importance of coordinating

the actions of the members involved. This includes providing a brief review of the role

of coordination (focusing on contracts) within a decentralised decisional structure and

finally the importance and application of the QF contract in a supply chain relation-

ship. We proceed, in section 1.1, to explain the problem environment with a schematic

apparatus explaining the focus of the current work. The problem description is then
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followed by the aims and objectives of the research in section 1.2. These are provided for

both the deterministic and stochastic setting considered in the case studies investigated

later in the thesis. We then provide, in section 1.3, the contributions that this current

work has made to the literature of QF contracts. We end the chapter by providing an

overview of the structure of the thesis in section 1.4.

In Chapter 2, we provide a more detailed and comparative review of QF contracts.

Prior to doing so, we start by briefly providing an overview of supply chain coordination

mechanisms in section 2.1, focusing on coordination through contracts. In section 2.2,

we briefly explain supply chain system flexibility whose analysis then leads us to our

topic of interest which is the QF contract in section 2.3.

Chapter 3 consists of the literature review on the inventory control models. The chapter

introduces in section 3.2, two demand settings used in the current PhD thesis - namely

the deterministic demand chapter 4 and the stochastic demand in chapter 5. In sec-

tion 3.3, a brief explanation of stochastic process is provided prior to explaining briefly

in section 3.4 the Markov Chains - stochastic processes with the Markov property. The

chapter’s focus then shifts to Markov Chain steady-state calculation in section 3.5.

We end the chapter by explaining how inventory control fits into production planning

in the automotive industry in section 3.6 to provide the reader with a broad view of

the background knowledge of material requirements planning (MRP) and how Markov

Chain processes have been applied to analyse the best order policies in MRP. Finally

section 3.7 gives the conclusion.

In Chapter 4, a practical example titled “Flexibility analysis on a supply chain contract

using a parametric linear programming model” is introduced. This study slightly

extends the work proposed in Chu et al.[18]. The aforementioned research investigates

the QF contract within a two-echelon decentralised supply chain system. We introduce

the problem at hand in section 4.1, followed by the derivation of the original non-linear

optimisation model in section 4.2. After linearising the objective function of the original

non-linear optimisation model, a formal pLP model was then provided in section 4.3.

The theoretical analysis of pLP model was carried out in section 4.4, followed by the

computational results in section 4.5. We then provide a conclusion to chapter 4 in

section 4.7.

In Chapter 5, another practical example titled “Flexibility Analysis on a Supply Chain

Contract under Stochastic Demand: A steady-state approach” is introduced. The sce-

nario introduced in chapter 5 is more complex and resembles more to a real life situation

rather that the one introduced in chapter 4 where the demand is known in advance.
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But unlike the case study introduced in chapter 4, where a multi-periods set-up was

considered, we only consider per period total cost of the buyer in the long run in Chap-

ter 5. We begin the chapter by a brief introduction in section 5.1. In section 5.2, we

provide the model development which incorporates the main assumptions made in the

problem formulation. The chapter proceeds to explaining the application of the Markov

chain model to the problem at hands in section 5.3. In section 5.4, a numeral example

is provided followed by concluding remarks in section 5.5.

To conclude, Chapter 6 provides some conclusions and future works to be done. We

begin the chapter by an introductory remark outlining the prevailing theme in the

current PhD thesis in section 6.1 followed by the thesis summary in section 6.2. We

end the chapter by providing, in section 6.3, an explanation on how the work carried

in the current PhD thesis can be extended.
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Chapter 2

Review of Quantity Flexibility

Contract Literature

1

The prevailing theme over the course of this chapter is the review of the literature on

QF contracts. Prior to doing so, we start by providing an overview of supply chain

coordination mechanisms (focusing on contracts) briefly first in section 2.1, to provide

the reader with a broad view of where quantity flexibility stands in the vast fields

of supply chain coordination schemes. In section 2.2, we briefly explain supply chain

system flexibility and its impacts on the parties involved. In section 2.3, the chapter

reviews in great depth the literature on quantity flexibility with commitment contracts

(which is mainly linked to this thesis). Finally, the chapter proceeds to explain how

this thesis contributes to the broad literature of QF contracts in section 2.4.

2.1 Overview of Supply Chain Coordination Mech-

anisms

Several publications have appeared in recent years documenting supply chain coordina-

tion mechanisms and aspects of the existing relationship among supply chain members.

A supply chain often consists of separate and independent members. Although an

1The content of this Chapter form the basis of our published papers [18], [44](which has a corri-
gendum) and [45](currently being reviewed by my supervisors).
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integrated approach to supply chain management may optimise the entire system per-

formance, the solution is not entirely optimal for individual agents. As a consequence,

members within the system are tempted to prioritise the optimisation of their individ-

ual objectives rather than the entire system. Hence, developing mechanisms aimed at

aligning and coordinating the objectives and decisions of the members of the supply

chain is a key challenge [40].

Mechanisms leading to supply chain coordination are categorised into four taxonomic

groups including: Contracts (the main focus of this study), Information technology,

Information sharing and Joint decision making. A detailed classification scheme of

coordination literature is provided in [3, 27, 40]. In this thesis, we focus on coordination

through contracts.

Coordination through contracts is well documented in the literature as being one of the

most effective mechanisms used to align the objectives of the supply chain members.

There exists significant prior work on the effectiveness of contracts in aligning the

incentives of the supply chain members. For an extensive investigation of prior studies

on supply chain coordination through contracts, the reader is referred to the work done

in [14, 15, 27, 37].

A supply chain contract could be defined as a coordination mechanism employed by

the agents of the supply chain whose objectives are to manage mutual expectations

and relationships, control risk and cost, and contribute to the respective organisation’s

profitability (or success). Moreover, the work presented in [14] points out: “a contract

is said to coordinate the supply chain if the set of supply chain optimal actions is

a Nash equilibrium”. That is, no unilateral profitable deviation is acquired by one

member from the set of supply chain optimal actions defined by a contract [14, 27].

To achieve mutual objectives and enhance the supplier-buyer’s business relationship,

specified contract parameters such as quantity, price, quality and deadlines are used

[27]. The objectives of contracts are presented in [3] in the following ways:

� Optimisation of the total supply chain profit

� Minimisation of inventory overage and shortage costs

� Fair risk sharing between the parties

Hohn et al. [29] argued that classifying supply chain contracts is not straightforward.

A number of elements are taken into consideration within a model of coordination by
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contracts. These include:

� supply chain structure

� incentive (coordination drive)

� the theory used to analyse the model

� the nature of the demand

� type of planning horizon

While these aforementioned elements will be covered throughout the literature review

in section 2.3, the focus will be placed on incentives. The buyer’s incentive is to seek

quantify flexibility in purchasing the products so as to minimise his total inventory

cost. More clearly, the needs of the buyer is to minimise his total inventory costs. The

supplier on his part seeks to reduce the uncertainty level of the order quantity so as

to manage the production plan more efficiently. In section 2.2, we will expand on the

reasons behind the supplier and the buyer’s positions. For the purpose of this thesis we

will investigate this compelling problem at the strategic level prior to the rectification

of the contract between the members involved.

2.2 Supply Chain System Flexibility

Flexibility is one of the vital elements used to deal with market uncertainty while in

the process of enhancing an organisation’s cost structure and bringing about growth.

By drawing on clever modelling capabilities to assess the cost, quality and time impli-

cations of any decision, supply chain managers can help streamline efficient flexibility

mechanisms that substantially reduce strategic and operational risks. As observed in

the closing remarks of section 2.1, in many instances the demand for a product is highly

uncertain. In such situations, the buyer might opt for supply flexibility in lieu of an

inventory holding strategy (to guard against demand drop) or choose a backlog strategy

(to prevent lost of goodwill). Suppliers, on the other hand, would like to operate in a

more stable environment in which the flexibility to change previously made orders is

limited. How to balance flexibility and stability and allocate the risk between buyers

and suppliers is the key role of the procurement contracts to be reviewed in this section.
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There has been a growing body, in the literature, of research related to contracts that

incorporate some sort of flexibility mechanisms. These are segmented into two major

categories consisting of:

1. General contracts commonly found in manufacturing and retail industries ad-

dressing contractual clauses including Allocation Rules (AR), Backup agreement

(BA) [23], Minimum Commitment (MC) [8], Revenue Sharing (RS) [15], Buyback

agreement (BA), Sales Rebate (SR), Quantity Flexibility (QF)[27], Quantity Dis-

count (QD)[27] and a number of Composite contracts (CP)[19, 73]. Under this

group of clauses, the flexibility allows some deviation in the buyer ultimate pro-

curement.

2. The second encompasses specialised contracts, commonly employed in capital

intensive industries [34].

In this thesis, we concentrate on the first group of contracts and more precisely on QF

contracts. In a QF contract, a pre-agreed maximum percentage revision of the order

quantity is specified per planning iteration with the supplier constrained to meeting any

order not exceeding the upper-boundary while the buyer in return, commits to a min-

imum purchase on reductions from initial reservation [65]. This flexibility mechanism

drives both the supplier and the buyer to share demand uncertainty risks (forecasts

devoid of commitment), which would have alternatively be left solely to the supplier

to deal with [65]. QF contracts are frequently used in high-tech industries, such as au-

tomotive parts and semiconductor; and similar contractual incentives are also found in

capacity reservation for transportation [36]. These industries are brought to carefully

consider the way their businesses are conducted due to their rapidly changing tech-

nological realm, capital intensive investment approach and high demand uncertainty

[34, 36]. To overcome these hurdles, flexible supply coordination through contracts

between supply chain members is commonly used. In section 2.3, we describe shortly

some of the most important contracts and make a comparison of these contracts with

our research work. A more inclusive and detailed review can be found in Govindan et

al. (2013)[27].
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2.3 Quantity Flexibility Contracts

In this section, we review the literature on contracts that incorporate some sort of

flexibility mechanisms and provide the reason as to why the work presented in this

thesis is different from previous researches done in the field.

Traditionally, inventory management models analysed in most textbooks are charac-

terised by a fixed unit price where the buyer periodically puts in an order without any

constraint placed on the actual quantity that can be purchased. For example, in the

traditional periodic review inventory models, the buyer has limitless flexibility on the

amount of units that can be purchased per period which in reality could potentially

cause a great deal of problems to the supplier in terms of capacity management and

added costs.

Ideally, there should be a fine line between the risks faced by the supplier and those

faced by the buyer. Thus, it is common sense that if both parties act independently

and attempt to prioritise their individual goals, the system-wide efficiency is difficult

to be achieved. Hence, some mechanisms need to be put in place in order to align their

individual goals. In [66], it is pointed out that QF contracts are efficient coordination

schemes used to balance the risk of the supply chain members. These types of contracts

can be modelled in a variety of ways, though in this thesis the emphasis is placed on

developing a policy that minimises the total cost of the buyer within both deterministic

and stochastic demand settings, while taking the supplier’s capacity management into

account.

There exists significant prior work in the general field of supply contracts incorporating

quantity flexibility. The literature works can be segmented into two general categories:

The single-node models in which they take the perspective of the buyer exercising the

purchase quantity flexibility, followed by multi-node models that consider both the

buyer and the supplier’s perspective. The single-node models are more relevant to our

thesis and consider more complex settings analytically, since no attention needs to be

given to how the supplier supports the specified flexibility or the impact on its costs.

We are to review this category work first.

The Backup Agreement (BA), investigated by Eppen and Iyer [23] in the late 1990s, is

one of the earliest supply contracts to incorporate a quantity flexibility mechanism. A

scheme they argued to yield upstream sourcing flexibility for fashion merchandise. The

BA contract is limited to only two periods. Before the first period, the buyer commits
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to a certain amount of units in advance for the two periods. The supplier agrees to

hold a certain percentage of the buyer’s commitment (called backup units) and releases

the remaining units prior to the start of the period 1. The buyer is provided with

the chance to buy up to this backup quantity for the original unit purchase cost after

observing early demands at the end of period 1 but needs to pay a penalty cost for each

backup unit not purchased. Since Eppen and Iyer [23] consider the no backlog case,

any unsatisfied demand in the first period will be lost (cancel orders if no inventory

is in stock). The decision variable, from the buyer’s perspective, are the commitment

quantity when signing the contract, and then how many units, if any, to take from the

backup at the beginning of period 2 in the face of substantial uncertainty and contract

parameters that vary from supplier to supplier. The objective is to maximise the buyer’s

profit.

This two-period problem is essentially a Newsvendor problem with the complication of

returns from the sale of the period 1, the restriction on the backup quantity, and the

backup penalty for items not taken. The demands in the backup contracts are assumed

to be stochastic and correlated. Eppen and Iyer [23] developed a stochastic dynamic

programming model to model the backup agreement. With a number of systematic

numerical analyses, they indicated that backup arrangements may have a substantial

impact on expected profits and may result in an increase in the committed quantity.

Similar to the work done in the current thesis, the buyer’s expected profit function

was expressed as a function of the buyer’s commitment quantity and the concavity of

the function was proved theoretically in Eppen and Iyer [23]. With their model, the

optimal buyer’s commitment can be determined to maximise the the buyer’s expected

profit with known demand pattern and contract parameters. The work done in Eppen

and Iyer [23] differs from the current thesis in the sense that at the strategic level, the

flexibility parameter (percentage of the buyer’s commitment kept as backup units) was

not treated as a decision variable. It was treated as a known contract parameter. In

addition, the analyses of actual purchasing quantity in period 2 in Eppen and Iyer [23]

differs from our work since they make decision on the actual order quantity in period 2

based on the early demand information in period 1, which is not the case in our work.

Another pertinent piece of early research on supply chain contracts with quantity flex-

ibility is a Minimum Commitment (MC) contract, proposed by Bassok and Anupindi

[8]. Their work considered a single product, periodic review inventory system with

stochastic demand. The optimal solution for this problem is well known: every period

has a critical number (the “base stock”), so that in each period it is optimal to raise
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the available inventory (on-hand inventory) and order up to the base stock. The MC

contract in their paper requires the buyer to specify its minimum purchasing quantity

for the entire horizon. For making the minimum purchasing commitment, the supplier

offers a discounted purchasing price per unit. By making the “minimum commitment”,

the buyer limits its own flexibility in that if the actual total demand for the entire

horizon is lower than the minimum commitment, the buyer still needs to order the

delivery of the committed quantity and pay for it. On the other hand, the buyer has

the most flexibility to place any periodical orders of any size, as long as the sum of the

periodical orders is not greater than the “minimum commitment”. If the total demand

for the entire horizon is greater than the minimum commitment, the buyer needs to

order the difference between the total demand and minimum commitment at a higher

unit purchasing price.

Similar to the research work in this thesis, the following assumptions were made in [8]

that the buyer is faced with a stochastic end market, deliveries are instantaneous, back-

orders are allowed and that the setup costs are negligible. Another key assumption in

[8] was that at the beginning of the planning horizon, the buyer has no information

on the actual size of demands through all the periods, but is assumed to know the

corresponding demand patterns. This is also the case in our work. Another similarity

of the Bassok and Anupindi[8]’s work to ours is that the optimal order policies of the

MC contract is to minimise the total purchasing, holding and shortage costs for the

buyer. Whereas, the parameters - price per unit and total minimum commitment -

in the MC contract are obviously different from the research work in this thesis. In

addition, the parameters in the MC contract are not analysed as the decision variable

in Bassok and Anupindi’s work [8], which we are to illustrate as follows:

Bassok and Anupindi[8] formulate the problem as a stochastic dynamic program with

two state variables: the on-hand inventory and the remaining commitment. The peri-

odic purchase quantity is the only decision variable. Due to the fact that the buyer has

all the flexibility to order any quantity it wishes in each period, the decision on the per

period purchase quantity is also a Newsvendor problem. The optimal order policy in

[8] is characterised in terms of two distinctive base stock approaches. At the beginning

of every period, if the total purchase quantity of the buyer in previous periods doesn’t

exceed the minimum commitment, then the optimal purchase quantity is to raise its

inventory to the optimal base stock, where the optimal base stock is the solution for a

single-period newsvendor problem assuming that the purchasing cost is equal to zero.

If, at the beginning of a period, the total purchase quantity of the buyer in previous

periods exceeds the minimum commitment, then the buyer needs to solve a standard
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multi-period problem without any commitments. We refer reader to [8] for detailed

calculation.

Similar to our work, the authors in [8] endeavoured to prove that the cost function of

the buyer is convex with respect to the two state variables (the on-hand inventory and

the remaining commitment) and purchase quantity in each period. In this way, Bassok

and Anupindi analytically derived the formulations of the optimal purchasing quantity

of the buyer in each period and pointed out that it has a very simple structure and is

very easy to calculate. Our work is different from theirs (from the approach point of

view) in that for stage one work, we treated the demand as deterministic. With the

given contract parameters, the optimal purchase quantity in each period can be easily

achieved by solving a Linear Programming (LP) mathematical model. We then treat

the parameters in the contract as the decision variables in the buyer’s cost function

and formed a pLP model. The convexity of the cost functions with respect to the two

contract parameters are analysed in this thesis. In stage two work, the evolution of

the inventory position is modelled with a Markov chain and the long-run behaviour of

the system is then be analysed by considering the steady-state. This approach is far

different from [8].

Finally, the MC contracts can be used to encourage companies to build production

capacity. This is especially true in the scenarios that no market exists for the goods to

produce.

The MC contracts help guarantee that the suppliers sell at least a minimum quantity

during the horizon. But it does not limit the flexibility on buyer’s periodical orders. It is

obvious that suppliers would like to force the buyer to commit and make firm periodical

orders so as to prepare their production capacity in advance. Tsay and Lovejoy [65],

Sethi et al. [58] Wu [72], Bassok and Anupindi [9], Lian and Deshmukh [41] and Kim et

al. [33] are the authors who addressed the importance of balancing the flexibility and

stability through Rolling Horizon (RH) techniques. Although the contracts proposed

by these authors have different structures, they have the common feature: the buyer

made their commitments in advance, the demand is stationary or non-stationary and

the information about demand evolves over time. The buyer is allowed to revise the

commitments within bounds in reaction to information changes. Thus we term them

as RH contracts in this thesis.

RH planning is the most common approach to non-stationary problems with positive

lead times in industry. A well-known application of RH technique is the Material

Requirements Planning (MRP), which seeks a supply schedule that attends to a period
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by period schedule of materials needs. Baker [6] reviewed a variety of lot-sizing studies,

for both single and multiple echelon models. It is found that the dynamics of the

underlying demand has not been explicitly expressed in their studies. And the lead

time are assumed as fixed, which is not realistic in many real systems [65]. Thus Tsay

and Lovejoy[65] published one of the earliest academic works, in which they seek to

analyse a rolling horizon flexibility (RHF) contract which is one of the earliest RH

contracts. Later on, Bassok and Anupindi [9] examined the same RHF contract in a

different supply chain environment.

The RHF contracts examined by Tsay and Lovejoy[65] and Bassok and Anupindi [9]

can be detailed as follows: The buyer sends its original periodical order quantities to

the supplier before the horizon starts. At the beginning of each period, the buyer may

change the order quantity to be delivered during this period to be within upper and

lower bounds of the original order quantity. At the same time, the buyer may revise the

order quantity for the future periods within the given upper and lower bounds based on

the updated demand information in the current period. The RHF contracts allow larger

flexibility to revise the order quantity upwards or downwards for a period when the time

between making the order and the actual delivery time is long and this flexibility is very

limited when the time between making the order and the actual delivery time is short.

The reason behind the structure of the RHF contracts is obvious. It is more costly for

the supplier to change their production plan with a very short notice and much cheaper

if a long notice is given.

Both studies mentioned above aim to identify the optimal initial periodical order quan-

tities and the optimal periodical updates. Theoretically, a stochastic dynamic pro-

gramming (DP) approach can solve contract problems to their optimality. However,

the number of combinations, in general, can be as large as the product of the num-

ber of possible values of the respective stage variables; thus, the number of required

calculations of the stochastic dynamic programming approach far exceeds practical com-

putation limits. For this reason, both Tsay and Lovejoy [65] and Bassok and Anupindi

[9] resort to approximation and heuristic.

For example, Tsay and Lovejoy[65] analyse RHF contracts under a rolling horizon plan-

ning in a supply chain model. In their study, the buyer’s decision is formulated as a

stochastic optimisation problem. To overcome the difficulties of finding an exact solu-

tion, Tsay and Lovejoy apply the open-loop feedback control (OLFC) approach. The

basic idea in the OLFC approach is to determine the optimal periodical commitments

at the beginning of a period, assuming that these commitments will not be changed
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at a future period. With the OLFC approach, a complex stochastic dynamic program

is approximated by a series of deterministic models, each of which corresponds to one

period. And the model for the first period can be taken as a static problem because

flexibility plays no role in its solution. The optimal solution for the first period can be

achieved analytically and the solutions for the rest of the periods can be achieved with

a heuristic algorithm. Although Tsay and Lovejoy [65] analysed the cost function from

the buyer’s perspective, they treated each downstream member as a buyer and give a

system-wide performance analysis for a multi-echelon supply chain. This is different

from what we did in this thesis. In addition, they considered the relationship between

key parameters in the contracts (flexibility parameters, which defines upper and lower

bounds) and performance outcomes through simulation experiments. The performance

outcomes are judged by average inventory cost over the planning horizon for the buyer

and variability of orders. As stated by Tsay and Lovejoy [65], the investigation of vari-

ability is their contribution to the literature work, which is motivated by concern for the

“bullwhip” effect (order variability exceeds market demand variability), and increases

on moving upstream. The way that they derive the contract parameter and the way

they define the performance outcomes are different from what we did, which we are to

conclude at the end of this section.

Bassok and Anupindi [9]’s work is similar to Tsay and Lovejoy [65]’s in many respects

but focuses on a more in-depth analysis of a two-echelon supply chain with a single

buyer who faces non-stationary market demand. We also investigated a two-echelon

supply chain with a single buyer. So Bassok and Anupindi [9]’s problem has more

similarities to ours. As indicated previously, Bassok and Anupindi [9] presented two

heuristics and a lower bound. The first heuristic is similar to the chosen heuristic in

Tsay and Lovejoy (1999), which is also termed as OLFC. The second heuristic is term

as zero lead time flexibility (ZLF) approach. The basic idea of ZLF is that the buyer

makes the periodical commitments at the beginning of the period one for the horizon.

In any given period, he is allowed to adjust his actual order quantity within some pre-

specified upper and lower bounds; however, the buyer is not allowed to update the

commitments for future periods. Obviously, the ZLF approach is a special case of RHF

approach, because in the ZLF approach, the upper and lower bounds on the actual

order quantity (flexibility) will remain the same for the horizon. This is also the case

in our thesis.

Bassok and Anupindi [9] compared the two heuristics with each other and also compared

them with the lower bound that they derived through simulation experiments. Both

stationary and non-stationary demand patterns were considered in their comparison. To
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evaluate the performance outcomes, they proposed two measures. One is to evaluate the

order process variability, which serves the same purpose as that of Tsay and Lovejoy[65].

The other is to evaluate how good the advanced information that buyer provided to

the supplier is. The advanced information here refers to the future orders that buyer

provided to the supplier at the beginning of each period. It is measured by the mean

absolute deviation (MAD) between the commitment made in a period for its following

periods and the actual order placed in the following periods. Suppliers are interested

in the MAD to arrange their procurement/production better. These measures are not

used in our research work, since we don’t apply RH technique. And we analyse the

parameter of the contract - flexibility in a slightly different way. Bassok and Anupindi

[9] analyse the effect of the flexibility upon the order process variability and the return.

They’ve shown that increased flexibility allows the buyer to offer better customer service

as measured by the average fill-rate; however, there are decreasing returns to larger

flexibilities. In addition, a low level of flexibility is sufficient to match the performance

of a newsvendor model. Finally they indicate that the second heuristic method -ZLF- is

more efficient for several cases in that it provides a buyer with the same expected cost

and provides a supplier with lower variability in the order process at the same time.

Their finding about the decreasing returns to additional flexibility is a bit different from

ours. This might be due to the fact that we have different focus. We emphasise on the

analysis of the initial commitments and the flexibility at the strategic level and provide

managerial insights into the properties of QF contracts with pLP method, rather than

RH technique.

Kim et al. [33] studied a RHF contract with a slightly different structure from the two

RHF contracts examined above. That is, the multi-period RHF procurement contract is

made between a buyer and two or more heterogeneous suppliers. Kim et al. [33] adopted

a discrete-event simulation approach, which is termed as rolling-horizon implementation

for multiple suppliers (RIMS). The basic idea of RIMS is to set up an LP-model, in which

the objective function is to minimise the buyer’s total expected cost for the planning

horizon and the constraints take each supplier’s capacity and customer service level

(customer fill rate) into consideration. The outputs of the LP model is the same with

those in Bassok and Anupindi [9] and Tsay and Lovejoy[65]: the order quantity for the

current period and the reservation amounts for all future periods from each supplier.

The output will be released to the suppliers and wait for one period. Once a new period

begins, reset the input for the new period and run the LP again. It is noted that the

RIMS is also a OLFC method. The only difference is that the LP models are different

in different contracts.
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To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed RIMS method, Kim et al. [33] simplify

the problem and apply the stochastic dynamic programming (DP) to find the global

optimal solution for the simplified problem and they compare the solution generated by

the stochastic DP with that generated by the RIMS. The finding is that the solution

with the proposed method is very close to the global optimal solution. Kim et al. [33]

also analysed the effect of the demand type upon the performance of the RIMS method,

which is similar to what we did. Different from us, they didn’t make sensitivity analysis

on the effect of the change of flexibility upon the buyer’s cost. Whereas, they analysed

how different unit purchasing price, unit holding cost and the coefficient for minimal

allowance ratio for reservation of the supplier will influence the performance of the

RIMS method.

Some authors termed their work as QF contract and revise their periodical order quan-

tity with updated demand information. These RH contracts’ structures are slightly

different from those of the above three papers. In Sethi et al. [58] and Lian and Desh-

mukh [41], a buyer receives a lower unit purchase price for committing to purchases

in advance. The buyer places orders for products for each period in a finite horizon

at the beginning of each period [58] or at the beginning of the horizon [41]. As time

progresses, the buyer is allowed to increase the order amount in future time periods on

a rolling horizon basis. However, the buyer has to pay an extra cost for the increased

units. In these type of QF contracts, the periodical order quantity can only be revised

upwards, not downwards and the unit purchase price will increase if extra quantity of

orders are to be ordered. Although their problem structures are not similar to ours,

the way they derive their optimal order policy is in general compelling to the readers.

Thus we detail their work as below.

Sethi et al. [58] analysed a QF contract in both single period and multiple period

production planning. The objective functions in both problems are to maximise the

buyer’s total expected profit in the planning horizon. In both problems, the profit

functions do not consist of shortage costs as we did in our thesis. The reason is that

any shortage in a period is assumed lost, which lead to the loss of revenue. In contrast,

the unsold products in the final period are salvaged and contribute to the profit. In

both problems, the contract permits the buyer to order at two distinct time instants,

one at the beginning of a period and another in the middle of the period when updated

demand information is received. According to the contract, the unit price for the

quantity purchased at the beginning of the period is the lower than that of the quantity

purchased in the middle of the period. And the quantity to purchase in the middle of

the period should not exceed a percentage of the quantity purchased at the beginning
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of the period as defined in contract. However, the buyer can buy any quantity from the

spot market in the middle of the period with a prevailing price.

The authors examined both single and multiple period problems in analytical ways. For

the single period problem, the authors treated the problem as a newsvendor problem

with the given order quantity at the beginning period and find out the optimal order

quantity in the middle of the period through contract or through spot market. Then the

optimal order quantities in the middle of the period will be substituted into the profit

function to help calculate the optimal order quantity at the beginning of the period.

The Kuhn Tucker (K-T) theory can be applied to derive the first order conditions for

a maximum value of the profit function. For the multiple period problems, they also

acclaim the concavity property of the profit function and discussed the way to derive

the optimal order quantities in an analytical way. They also examined the effect of the

accuracy of the information and flexibility upon the optimal decisions for the single

period and the conclusion that is that the higher the flexibility, the higher the optimal

expected profit is in the single period setting they defined.

Lian and Deshmukh [41] termed their contract a rolling horizon planning (RHP) con-

tract for a competitive two-echelon supply chain. Apart from the common features with

Sethi et al. [58]’s work stated already, there is an assumption in the RHP contract that

the time horizon keeps rolling and the demand information is updated at each decision

epoch. For example, the buyer placed order for the first 4 weeks (planning horizon)

at the beginning, this order can be revised (increased) at the beginning of each week

for the following 4 weeks and the additional units are purchased with a higher unit

purchase price. Here the planning horizon is different from contract length. This study

was motivated by the supply contracts used by major automobile manufacturers and

their component suppliers. Moreover, such contracts are common in heating oil and

natural gas delivery markets in the US, where the buyer can pay a lower rate for their

estimated demand at the beginning of the winter.

Lian and Deshmukh [41] formulated the problem as a dynamic program (DP) within

the planning horizon. Let’s say N periods. Since there are only N demand information

available at the beginning of each period, the DP is designed to help achieve the optimal

order quanity at the beginning of each period and minimise the buyer’s expected total

cost in the N periods rather than the whole contract length. The total expected cost

include the same elements as it is in our thesis: the purchasing cost, holding cost

and shortage cost. The authore declare that when the contract length is large, the

DP formulation is extremely complex to solve directly. Thus the authors developed
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two heuristic approaches to solve the RHP problem. One is called frozen ordering

planning (FOP) originated from Lian et al. [?] and the other is called second order

FOP heuristic (FOPII). The two methods are not relevant to our work, so we don’t

give details here. The authors also evaluate their heuristic methods and show that from

numerical analysis, these two methods generate lower total expected costs than those

from the order-up-to policy and the costs from FOP and FOPII are similar. Their work

is very different from what we do since they didn’t put any efforts into analysing the

flexibility parameter in the contract.

Overall, the above RH contracts are similar to our Stage One problem from the structure

point of view. The main focus of the RH contracts is to decide the optimal order

quantities for each period. Some author analyse the effect of flexibility upon the optimal

order policy through simulation experiments. Whereas we took the key parameters

(flexibility and normal order quantity) in the QF contract as decision variables in a

pLP model and analysed convexity of the buyer’s cost function with respect to the two

parameters in a theoretical way. The aim of our work is to help decide the key contract

parameter values in a strategic level. And the RH contracts focus on the optimal order

quantities when implementing the contract in an operational level. In RH contracts,

the contract parameters are decided in advance.

It is noted that the scenarios considered in our thesis are backlogged scenarios. That

is, the demand unsatisfied in the previous period can be satisfied immediately when

the order arrives at the beginning of the next period. Whereas, Eppen and Iyer (1997)

[23], Kim et al. [33] and Sethi et al. [58] considered lost sale scenarios, in which

unsatisfied demand are assumed to be lost and will not be satisfied in the future. The

lost sale contracts are suitable for products that have a short shelf life (e.g., milk,

fruits, vegetables, etc.). Now we review two other contracts, which considers lost sale

scenarios and analyse how different methods can be applied to the lost sale contracts.

The two contracts are not RH contracts and the contract structures are different from

RH contracts. We call them lost sale contracts.

Urban [68] modelled a supply contract with fixed and stationary periodical commit-

ments. That is, the buyer must make a commitment to purchase a fixed quantity every

period. Any change that is made to the order quantity incurs a fixed cost (termed as

“switching cost”) that is assumed to be independent of the associated order quantities.

This type of contact fits for the scenario that the production schedule of the supplier

cannot be changed each period without a major effort. The unique feature of this type

of contract is the cost to be paid by the buyer when a change is made to the order
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quantity in a period. It is assumed in Urban’s work [68] that the period demands are

non-stationary and demand in each period has a known probability distribution.

Urban [68] analysed the problem within a multi-period context assuming that each pe-

riod in the planning horizon conforms to the traditional newsvendor framework. How-

ever, the decisions of each period are not independent of each other, because any change

of the order quantity in a period will incur a cost to the buyer. Thus the multi-period

procurement problem can be modelled as a single-period problem in a dynamic envi-

ronment (referred to as the “recurrent newsvendor problem”) to take the switching cost

into consideration explicitly.

Similar to the efforts carried out in this current thesis, Urban [68] considered not only

stochastic demand but also deterministic demand. In solving the stochastic, recurrent

newsvendor problem, Urban [68] decomposed the problem into a number of static prob-

lems (sub-problems) each of which consisting of a consecutive number of periods which

have same order quantities. After identifying the optimal order quantity for each sub-

problem, the optimal sequence of adjustments to the contracted order quantity can be

determined through solving a corresponding shortest-path problem, which we are not

going to explain in details here. Four different demand distributions are considered in

this study.

The work interests us the most because of the way that Urban [68] formulate a mixed-

integer linear program (MILP) to model the deterministic, recurrent newsvendor prob-

lem. The MILP is very similar to our pLP . One important difference is that there are

two contract parameters (flexibility and normal order quantity) in our pLP , whereas

these are replaced by a “switching cost” in Urban’s [68] MILP. Similar to all the above

works, Urban [68] analyse the effect of the switching cost upon the solution through

simulation experiments.

Another lost sale contract is proposed by Kesen et al. [31]. In their contract, the buyer

releases a fixed period replenishment order to the supplier under a supply contract

defined by three parameters: the supply unit price, the minimum order quantity per

period and the order quantity reduction penalty. If the demand drops, the buyer has

two flexibility options in the order cycle. The first option consists of ordering an amount

lower than minimum order quantity in a period and paying the associated penalty. The

second option consists of a lost sale choice. That is, the buyer does not place the order

and the demand of the current period is lost. There is no penalty if no order is placed.

Obviously, the key decision to make is the decision on the order quantity Qlost below

which no order is placed and the sales are lost. Thus the total supply cost is expressed
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as a function of Qlost plus the purchasing cost. A single period model has been set

up and the authors analysed the optimal value of Qlost in an analytical way. In the

analysis, the contract parameters are assumed as known values. And a conclusion is

made that the total supply cost will increase deeply if the Qlost value is set larger than

the optimal Qlost value. Thus, it is always good to set Qlost to a smaller value.

Similar to our thesis, the model in Kesen et al. [31] assumes that there is no fixed

order or setup cost and demand is normally distributed. They assume that the supply

unit price has taken the ordering cost into consideration. Different from our thesis,

they assume that there is no penalty involved if no order is placed. This is not realistic

and the reason has been discussed in previous sections. The authors recommend the

revision of part of their equation to take the penalty cost into consideration.

The preceding papers discuss the key parameters of the contracts and analyse the

optimal order quantities from the buyer’s perspective mainly. There are also a good

number of papers taking the supplier’s preferences towards the supply arrangement

into consideration Tsay[66], Xu[74], Wu[72] and Kim [34]. The aim of these papers is

to evaluate system-wide efficiency of the decentralized supply chains. In all of these

papers, an assumption is made that a common belief about the market demand has

been achieved. That is the demand information is assumed to be available to both

supplier and the buyer. A brief description of these papers is described below.

Tsay [66] proposed one of the first papers who addressed the drawback that the sup-

plier’s preferences towards the supply arrangement remain indeterminate in the afore-

mentioned single node models and Tsay [66] investigated the incentives of both supplier

and the buyer’s behaviour in a single period, two-echelon supply chain. The model in

[66] incorporated both the buyer’s and supplier’s profit functions through modifying the

newsvendor framework. So the cost parameters in [66] includes all the cost parameters

in the newsvendor problem plus a unit price for a product paid by the buyer to the

supplier.

The decision procedure in Tsay [66] is far more complicated than the newsvendor prob-

lem. The buyer needs to decide the optimal purchase quantity after he proposed the

initial order quantity; the supplier arranged the production capacity and the signal of

the demand have been observed. The expected profit of the buyer is conditional on

the observed demand signal. The supplier commits to production prior to the demand

update to maximise his expected profit, which is unconditional on the observed de-

mand signal. Finally, the buyer needs to propose the initial order quantity based on

the knowledge of the subsequence of the supplier’s production response and his actual
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order policy.

Through examining the model, the author has found that in a decentralised supply

chain, the advanced forecast demand needs not imply complete commitment to its

subsequent purchase quantity. This inefficiency will lead to buyer’s over forecasting or

simply making decisions based on a local rather than global perspective. Thus Tsay[66]

proposed the QF contract, which has become the predecessor of the RHF contract used

by Tsay and Lovejoy [65], Bassok and Anupindi [9] and Kim et al. [33]. The equilibrium

solution has been achieved through analytical work and the system-wide efficiency of

the decentralized supply chains can be attained.

Tsay[66] analysed the impact of the contract parameters on the supply chain perfor-

mance. One interesting finding is that the higher the flexibility is, the higher the unit

purchase price is, which offset any buyer’s profit gains, this has also been proved through

a proposition in his work. Since Tsay [66] take both supplier’s and retailer’s profit into

consideration, he also identified a pareto improvement region through simulation ex-

periments. As explained in Chapter 1, the decision on the unit purchase price and the

supplier’s profit is not the focus of this thesis. But we could take this idea in our future

work.

The QF contract proposed by Tsay[66] has also been adopted in the work of Kim

[34] in analysing the supply chain performance in a multi-period, two-echelon supply

chain. Similar to what they did in Kim et al. [33], the QF contract is implemented on a

rolling horizon basis. The difference is that Kim et al. [33] analysed a more complicated

supply chain with heterogeneous suppliers and they examined the buyer’s optimal order

quantity and how to revise the future forecast orders from buyer’s perspective. Kim

[34] looked into the order quantities and cost functions from both supper and buyer’s

perspective.

In addition, Kim [34] didn’t resort to the stochastic dynamic programming approach for

the purpose of finding the optimal order policy which minimizes total expected costs.

He employed a discrete-event simulation approach in order to compare the impacts of

the given order policy on performance outcomes, when combined with and not combined

with the QF contract. The basic idea of the discrete-event simulation approach is: The

demand of each period is simulated under the assumption that the demand is a first-

order autoregressive process. Both the buyer and the supplier forecast the demand using

the Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) technique. Two supply chain

models are considered for comparison through simulation. In Model 1, the buyer and

the supplier make respectively ordering decisions based only on the EWMA forecasting
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in each period. Model 2 is developed to examine the effects of employing the QF

contract in comparison with Model 1. In Model 2, the buyer and the supplier employ

the EWMA and enter into a QF contract. In Model 2, both the buyer and the supplier

apply the QF scheme to estimate their current orders, and only the retailer applies the

scheme to estimate its future orders in the chosen rolling-horizons.

A number of supply chain performance metrics, both local and system-wide, are consid-

ered in their simulation: the buyer’s total cost, the supplier’s total cost in two models,

the fill rate in a single period and the average fill rate of the whole supply chain etc.

One of the interesting findings in his study is that by entering the QF contract, the

higher the flexibility rate is, the lower is the supplier’s cost savings (the difference of

the total cost through Model 1 and Model 2); in parallel, the retailer??s savings are

negative below a flexibility rate 5% and the higher the flexibility rate is, the higher is

the buyer’s cost savings. The range of mutually beneficial flexibility rates is from 10

to 50% according their data input and simulation result. Our thesis only examined the

total cost for the buyer, rather than the cost saving for both parties. Since our problem

structure is simpler, the methodologies that we adopted are different also.

Another interesting piece of research on QF contract was carried out by Wu [72]. Wu

[72] studied a decentralised supply chain composed of two independent players. The

contract Wu [72] examined is a combination of QF contract and a quick response (QR)

systems in practice and literature. In this contract, the buyer place an initial order

quantity q and a flexibility rate ω at time 0. During the following n periods, the buyer

can update the demand information through n observations. At time n, the buyer must

purchase at least q · (1−ω), while the supplier must guarantees the product availability

of up to q. So the actual order quantity can be revised only downwards, not upwards.

This is different from all aforementioned contracts and our work. Another difference

is that Wu [72] adopts Bayesian approach to update demand forecast, whereas the

majority of the aforementioned paper adopt forecast revisions to update demands. In

this thesis, demand information is assumed to be deterministic in Stage One work and

the evolution of the inventory position is be modelled with a Markov chain and the long-

run behaviour of the system is then analysed without demand information updates in

the Stage Two work. The final difference is that Wu[72] model the incentives of both

parties based on a slightly modified version of the newsvendor framework and the effect

of flexibility, transfer price and the lead time for Bayesian updating on the performance

of both players are analysed.

The solution procedure of Wu [72] is extremely similar to that of Tsay [66]. Thus we
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are not going to detail the whole process. The difference is that the demand structures

are different. In Wu [72], the demand follows a uniform distribution and Wu acclaimed

that the reason he chose Uniform-Pareto function is not only that this distribution

simulates the market demand to some degree, but also that this conjugate family is

tractable with updating. And in Tsay[66], the demand follows normal distribution. As

already indicated, the way the demand information updates is also different in the two

papers.

Wu [72] substantiated his theoretical analysis with numerical results and showed that

for a number of predefined stationary parameters, an increased flexibility benefits the

retailer more than the manufacturer. Even though the flexibility provided allocates

the benefits from information updating to both parties, the retailer would prefer more

flexibility and lower transfer price while the manufacturer would favour small flexibility

which reduces uncertainty level.

Finally, Xu[74] considers a multi-period cancellation contract in which the supplier

offers the buyer unit costs of cancellation during the planning horizon.In each period,

the buyer cancels a portion of an outstanding order and submits a new order with

one-period-delivery-lead time. The objective of the buyer is to choose an ordering and

cancelling policy that minimizes his expected cost for each period and the objective of

the supplier is to choose unit cancellation costs at the beginning of the planning horizon

and production levels in each period to satisfy the buyer’s requests and to minimize her

expected cost in each period.

The assumption is made that both the buyer and the supplier shared information and

that the buyer faces stochastic and non-stationary demands with known distributions

in each period. Xu[74] independently modelled both the buyer’s optimal ordering and

cancelling policy, and the supplier’s optimal production policy using dynamic program-

ming. The two main conclusions to Xu[74]’s work are that: (1) both the buyer and the

supplier can find benefits from the agreement; (2) the dynamic cancellation contract

cannot guarantee system coordination.

The flexibility parameter which translates in Xu[74]’s work as a cancellation parameter

is constrained between the initial stock in the current period and the sum of initial

stock and outstanding order scheduled for delivery in the current period. Xu[74]’s

model is also rendered more complex by the use of dynamic programming for which

the computational efficiency decreases rapidly with increased numbers of variables and

periods.
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Another key difference to the current thesis resides in the fact that the buyer is not

permitted to increase the size of an outstanding order whereas in this thesis the flexibil-

ity agreement allows the buyer to go beyond the pre-agreed nominal quantity provided

that the upper bound is not exceeded. Inserting an additional parameter allowing an

upward revision would be one of the options claimed Xu[74]. His claim is very impor-

tant in the event that the buyer experiences a surge in demand and is confronted with

high shortage volume. However, the complexity of the dynamic programming approach

adopted would make the analysis very difficult partly due to the fact that their work

lacks efficient decomposition methods for the multi-variable dynamic program into a

sequence of single variable dynamic programs. A solution to this issue would probably

be the implementation of an efficient heuristic approach as was the case in Bassok and

Anupindi [9]’s work to find a near optimal solution.

In all the aforementioned selected prior works, it could be argued that QF contracts

result in more flexibility which guarantees product availability for the buyer while the

supplier would favour small flexibility which reduces uncertainty level and aids effi-

cient management of its capacity. In reality, this is not always smooth for either party

as for instance in some buyer-supplier relationships, the buyer retains such strategic

power that they do not assume ownership of the inventory nor full responsibility for the

initial forecast, yet the supplier pledges the availability of a buffer inventory to cope

with forecast deviation, incurring in the process a considerable amount in uncertainty

costs. Conversely, under other forms of traditional incentive mechanisms such as opti-

mal quantity commitment or price only, the buyer bears a higher degree of inventory

risks while the supplier’s profits increases with order size[19]. Take for example the large

supermarkets and the (generally) small milk producers they buy from. The supermar-

kets demand full flexibility from their suppliers but offer not very much in return. The

suppliers have to give in because they know the buyer could easily go elsewhere. Hence,

the relative power and interchangeability of the two parties plays a huge role.

To circumvent these conflicts, numerous works have focused on composite contracts in

which flexibility is coupled with another coordinating scheme. Here we shall mention

these works briefly as these are not directly related to the current thesis though the au-

thor is interested in the flexibility component utilised in these contractual agreements.

Xiong et al. [73] elaborated a combination of quantity flexibility and Buyback (BB)

contracts and stated that composite contracts are more flexible in terms of profit dis-

tribution and risk sharing than the component contracts when contract parameters are

restricted to certain ranges. Chung et al. [19] developed and implemented a composite

contract by combining quantity flexibility and the price only discount incentives achiev-
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ing a fairly balanced inventory risk for both parties. Lariviere et al. [37] discovered

that price-only contracts lead to double marginalization, which could result in lower

sales and lower profits, but an organizational performance and profitability improve-

ment could be achieved by combining buybacks and quantity adjustment using a QF

contract model to establish the supply chain system coordination.

2.4 Conclusion

To conclude, contracting is one of the four mechanisms that lead to supply chain coordi-

nation. QF contracts are one of the general contracts commonly found in manufacturing

and retail industries that incorporate some sort of flexibility mechanisms. Most of the

works seen in the literature of the QF contracts tackle quantity flexibility in different

ways and there exists a noticeable room for improvement in each one of them. The

contract structures considered differ from one another. Some contracts are discussed

in relation to: buyer-supplier relationships, buyer with multiple suppliers [33], or even

more intricate scenarios such as a supplier-manufacturer-retailer in a three node QF

contracts by Tsay and Lovejoy[65]. All these aspects are crucial when trying to de-

velop an appropriate model and in capturing the efficiency of one approach compare to

another. However, the general consensus remains that quantity flexibility benefits the

parties involved in sharing the risks associated to order commitment ahead of demand

realisation although the fairness of the risk distribution also depends on the strategic

power one party is able to command. This means that obtaining complete optimal

policy is nearly impossible. Though one might streamline the exploitation of the full

effects of the synergy between the parties involved through adequate modelling and

optimisation approaches. Among all of the above contracting literature, the contract

with most similar structure to ours is the work of Bassok and Anupindi[9]. However,

they consider order revision on a rolling horizon basis and treated the contract parame-

ters as constants, whereas, the purpose and contribution of this thesis is to analyse the

contract parameters in an analytical way. The RH contract investigated by Bassok and

Anupindi [9] is simplified for ease of the analytical work. The simplified QF contract is

similar to the ZLF approach proposed by Bassok and Anupindi [9].

In terms of the modelling analysis of quantity flexibility, the nature of the demand, the

level of uncertainty involved, and the number of periods used in all the works reviewed

in this thesis are all very important as they also play a part in the conclusions that have

been drawn in these works. The more general form is the scenario where a supplier-
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buyer relationship is considered with the buyer facing a non-stationary and stochastic

demand in a multi-period QF contract. In this form, the most logical solution would be

to model the problem as a stochastic dynamic programming problem (as the works done

in [8, 23, 74] to name just a few). But as previously argued this modelling approach

is very complex especially when the number of variables and periods involved accrue.

One possible solution would be to implement a heuristic approach to compute a near

optimal ordering policy solution.

The author also notes that there exists a gap in the literature in the way the analysis

of QF contract is conducted, especially at the contracting level. Most of the previously

cited works have treated the modelling problem at the operational level whereby the

level of flexibility allowed is: either (1) already defined (through incremental price

penalty [41]); (2) adopted in terms of a ballpark flexibility rate or optimised outside of

the main models then integrated in the optimisation as a constant on the operational

level [41] (3) analysed through simulation experiments purely.

This thesis treats parameters of the QF contract (normal order quantity Q and variation

rate β) as decision variables and aims at finding the best values of the parameters in an

analytical way. In Stage One work, the Q and β are taken as the decision variables for

the pLP model and in Stage Two work, the Q and β are taken as the decision variables

for the buyer’s per-period total purchasing, inventory holding and backlogging costs in

the long run, where the evolution of the inventory position is modelled with a Markov

chain.

Among all of the above contracting literature, several papers including Eppen and Iyer

[23] and Sethi et al. [58] have investigated the concavity property of the buyer’s profit

function with respect to the buyer’s optimal order quantity. And Bassok and Anupindi

(2008) [9] endeavoured to prove that the cost function of the buyer is convex with respect

to the two state variables (the on-hand inventory and the remaining commitment) and

purchase quantity in each period. Their works are similar to our Stage One work, but

as we indicated already, the decision variables of the buyer’s cost function in this thesis

are the contracting parameters. So the convexity of the optimal value of the pLP model

with respect to the β and Q are examined in this thesis. This is different from all the

aforementioned works.

To our best knowledge, there is no literature work in the contracting literature consid-

ered the long-run behaviour of the system when the signed contract is executed. And

no publications in contracting literature take evolution of the inventory position as a

Markov chain process. This is also novel in contracting literature.
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We did find some literature work in inventory control models where the inventory posi-

tion are modelled as stochastic process and the authors analysed the buyer’s long run

expected average cost per time for the given parameters (in our thesis, the contract-

ing parameters are used) [25, 24]. We are to give detailed review of these papers in

Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Inventory Control Models

1

In this chapter, a brief overview of the foundation knowledge of the variant inventory

control models is provided in section 3.1 and how they are generally classified based

on key characteristics of the supply chain system in section 3.2. Among these charac-

teristics, an emphasis is placed on the nature of the demand to shed the lights on the

importance of demand forecasting in the planning and control of inventories. Examples

of deterministic and stochastic inventory control models linked to this PhD and a brief

explanation of a stochastic process are provided in section 3.3. The chapter proceeds

to explain briefly Markov Chains - stochastic processes with the Markov property in

section 3.4. The chapter’s focus then shifts to Markov Chain steady-state calculation

in section 3.5. We end the chapter by explaining how inventory control fits into pro-

duction planning in the automotive industry in section 3.6 to provide the reader with

a broad view of the background knowledge of material requirements planning (MRP)

and how Markov Chain processes have been applied to analyse the best order policies

in MRP. Section 3.7 gives the conclusion.

3.1 Introduction

One crucial element when designing a supply contract is the characterisation of the

modelling approach in which the underlying inventory system is represented. Espe-

1A significant parts of this Chapter will be devoted to a study of the settings involved in the
modelling of our main case studies in Chapter 4 and 5: namely deterministic and stochastic settings.
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cially in the manufacturing industry where the smooth flow of inventories is at the

heart of the production process. In this chapter, the focus is placed on the characteris-

tics of inventory management models geared towards controlling the imbalance created

through supply and end-market demand and provide the rational behind choosing the

models used in chapters 4 and 5. The chapter also briefly explains production planning

strategies aimed at controlling the flow of inventories.

In an ideal situation, where there is no supply and demand imbalance, the inventory cost

would be null. However in practice, the state of the inventory is mostly characterised by

supply/demand imbalance which are caused by the fact that the overstock and under-

stock risks are differently monitored by the supply chain members involved. For a buyer

facing a fluctuating end-market demand for instance, its local inventory imbalance are

associated with some costs either by: (1) carrying inventory through subsequent periods

(leading to cost in inventory holding cost) or (2) accumulating back-orders (or lost

opportunities).

One response geared towards controlling the imbalance in an inventory system - espe-

cially the likes investigated in the current PhD thesis, is through the way the buyer’s

end-market demand is represented and how demand information are fed into the plan-

ning process. We refer to “deterministic setting” when the nature of the demand faced

by the buyer is assumed to be known in advance with certainty and to be non-stationary

over time in the inventory control model, and “stochastic setting” when the model is

built such that the buyer is confronted to a probabilistic and stationary end-market

demand.

In section 3.2, we provide an explanation of inventory control models. The section

starts with a general classification of basic inventory control models including: models

with fixed order quantity systems and those with fixed reorder period systems. Basic

examples of these models are provided and explanation on the way these models fit

into review systems (continuous and periodic review) are given. After introducing basic

inventory control models, we introduce the reader to a larger classification scheme and

state the fact that real supply chains are very complex and that basic models might

not be in the position to capture the full measure of the level of complexity that arises

when trying to classify them. We then confine discussion to the one particular type

of classification: Deterministic vs stochastic demand models with the attention still

placed on the problem treated in this PhD thesis.
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3.2 Classification of inventory control models

As mentioned in section 3.1, supply/demand imbalance are among the main contrib-

utors of the inventory costs and influences the state of an inventory system. In many

industries, it is desirable to keep the inventory optimal by minimising the cost of or-

dering and handling while meeting customers demands and maintaining the inventory

costs at its lowest. This can be done by adopting some inventory control models. Their

efficient applications are problem-specific and vary from one industry to the other.

There exist two basic classes of inventory control models widely used in the literature.

The first class consists of models with fixed order quantity in each period within a

planning horizon, whereas the time between placing two orders is not fixed. More

precisely, in this class of models the inventory positions are continuously monitored. A

fixed order is placed as soon as the inventory positions are judged sufficiently low [70].

These models are also called “continuous review models”.

The second class of models consists of fixed order period within a planning horizon.

For this class of models, the time between placing two orders is fixed, while the order

quantity varies based on the actual demand and the inventory on hands at the time of

the replenishment. Specifically, the inventory positions are monitored only periodically.

These models are also called “periodic review models”.

Based on the above most commonly used classification, the literature on inventory

models can be further classified in terms of:

� demand: deterministic, stochastic demand

� horizon: single period, finite, infinite

� lead time: constant, stochastic lead time

� time scale: discrete, continuous

� number of levels: two-echelon, multi-echelon

� number of items: single item, multiple items

� order policy: demand satisfied on time, backlogged, lost sale

� objectives: minimise costs, maximise service level, smoothing of production load,

maximise profit.
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In this thesis, we will consider two inventory control models. One is a multi-period

inventory model within a deterministic demand setting in the case-study considered in

Chapter 4 and the other is a single period inventory system within a stochastic demand

setting in the problem explored in Chapter 5. In both problems, the supply chain is

considered in a two-echelon system; lead time is assumed to be zero; the unsatisfied

demand is backlogged and there is only single item considered. If the values of the

contract parameters are determined in advance, both models can be taken as special

cases of periodic review models.

The two most important questions that the inventory models in the literature attempt

to answer are:

1. When to place an order?

2. How many products to order?

The answers to the above questions are collectively called an inventory policy (Zappone,

2006). Due to the fact that the focus of this thesis is to decide the best combinations

of the values of the contract parameters, the only question we need to answer in our

inventory control models is: How many products to order. The review cycle length is

assumed to be given. There is a significant literature related to periodic review systems

with the given review cycle length. For example, the inventory modelling framework

in recent dynamic pricing and inventory control literature (Polatoglu and Sahin [49];

Chen and Simchi-Levi [17]; Song et al. [60], to name just a few)

In the following paragraphs, the emphasis will be placed on deterministic and stochastic

demand inventory control models, which plays important roles in model classification

and have been considered separately in the context of this PhD thesis.

The choice of deterministic demand setting in a lot-sizing problem is very common in

practice. The most recognisable and straightforward application found in the literature

is the economic order quantity (EOQ) model. The traditional EOQ model assumes a

constant deterministic demand rate. A large number and broad range of papers using

the EOQ inventory model with the deterministic demand can be found in the literature.

The readers are referred to Andriolo et al. [2] for a substantial reviews of deterministic

EOQ models.

When the constant deterministic demand rate assumption is relaxed, i.e., when the

amounts that need to be withdrawn from inventory are allowed to vary from period to
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period, the EOQ formula no longer ensures a minimum-cost solution. Thus a determin-

istic periodic review model is needed. Although the deterministic period review model

has the most relevance to our PhD thesis, we do not provide comprehensive review of

the deterministic periodic review models in this thesis due to the simple structure of

the deterministic period review model we are to examine. Some examples of the typical

literature works in this domain are listed below:

Quite a few of deterministic periodic review inventory models have been developed in

which the demand is assumed to be a function of the inventory level. For example,

Baker and Urban [7] evaluated a periodic review model, where the demand rate of

an item is of a polynomial functional form, dependent on the inventory level. They

applied differential and integral calculus to define the inventory function with respect

to time. Their decision variables are the optimal order quantities and reorder point

in each period. Urban [67] investigated an inventory system with an inventory-level-

dependent demand rate followed by a constant demand rate, this work is the extension

of the previous work where inventory level falls to zero at the end of the order cycle

[20]. In addition, a variant of the deterministic periodic review inventory models have

been investigated by different authors. For example, Sulem [62] determined the optimal

ordering policy for a deterministic two-product inventory system subject to constant

demand rates, linear storage and shortage costs and economies of joint ordering. The

optimal cost is explicitly obtained as the smoothest solution of a two-dimensional Quasi-

Variational Inequality.

We assumed in chapter 4 that the demand for items held by the inventory system can

be predicted with certainty and are varying in each period of the planning horizon.

The data used to represent the known demand are based on the forecast or historical

requirement. Using these data and existing knowledge in the field of parametric Linear

Programming, a mathematical model representing the interactions between the supply

chain members considered in the case is developed. The optimal policy is then obtained

by solving the developed model. More details regarding the approach taken to solve

the problem at a strategic level for the deterministic setting are provided in Chapter 4.

Although the deterministic demand setting approach might be appropriate in the con-

text of production planning explained in the above paragraph where the optimal order

quantities of each period are to be determined at a strategic level or the demand can be

predicted very well, it might not be suitable for a buyer serving a stochastic downstream

market and would determine the optimal order quantity from the supplier at an oper-

ational level. The model with the assumption that the demand is deterministic would
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be less accurate for the fact that the dynamics of how demands information change

from one planning period to the next are not considered. In automotive manufacturing

industry, where the flow of inventories is crucial to the success of the manufacturing

process, wrong predictions of demand can negatively impact the success of the pro-

duction process. It becomes necessary to use a stochastic inventory model where the

demand in any period is a random variable rather than a known constant.

A lot of literature work can be found to extend the traditional EOQ model with deter-

ministic demand rate to the inventory models with stochastic demand. For example,

Zheng [76] analysed the size of errors incurred when replacing stochastic demand by

its expected value in the model. Presman and Sethi [50] formulate a continuous-time

stochastic inventory model involving a demand that is the sum of a constant demand

rate and a compound Poisson process. The readers are referred to Andriolo et al [2] for

a survey of a century of evolution from Harris’s basic EOQ model.

In addition to the revision work of EOQ models, there are a variety of literature works on

inventory management models with different order policies that consider the demand

as a random variable. We just list some of them as examples. Chao and Zhou [16]

considered an inventory system with continuous review in infinite horizon. The optimal

order policy include deciding the best sales price and inventory replenishment at the

same time. The demand process is modelled by a Poisson process and the arrival rate of

the demand depends on the price. Song and Zipkin [59] modelled an inventory system

with two suppliers. One supplier has capacity limit. That is, he can only satisfy the

demand up to that limit and one supplier responds to demand better than the other.

The demand is modelled as a continuous time variable following a Poisson probability

distribution with linear ordering costs. Bertazzi et al. [12] study a scenario that the

supplier has a limited capacity and the demands from the customers are modelled as

discrete random variables. In Berling and Marklund [10] the customer demand follows

a normal distribution. The lead times are dependent on the size of the demand. The

readers are referred to Roldan et al. [52] for a detailed surveys on the inventory-routing

problem with stochastic lead times and demands; Brahimi et al. [53] for a survey on

single-item dynamic lot-sizing problems.

Queueing models and Markov process can be used for representing inventory systems

with stochastic demand, especially in those considering a single supplier. The queueing

model found most often in inventory control systems is the M/M/1 where assumptions

are made that the customer demands arrive in the system according to the Poisson

process and can be served only when the level of the inventory is positive. The pro-
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cessing of inventory requires a positive random amount of time (service time) which are

assumed to be independent and identically distributed exponential random variables.

For example, in a retail market, the customers spend time to wait (service time) for the

product (the inventory) that they want to purchase. In the literature, these models are

termed as queueing-inventory models in Zhao and Lin [75], an M/M/1 queue with an

attached inventory system (Baek [4]), Markovian queuing model with inventory order

policy [71]. Specifically, in 2014, Liu et al. defined a Markov inventory system, where

the service time is assumed to be 0. In all of the aforementioned papers, the steady-state

probability distributions of the inventory level have been explored analytically.

Among all the inventory management models with stochastic demand we focus our re-

view on the Markov inventory system (service time is 0), which has the most similarities

to the inventory system that will be explored in Chapter 5. We are to give a compre-

hensive review on Markov inventory systems in section 3.6 because we can rarely find

queueing models and/or Markov process in the QF contracting literature as indicated

in Chapter 2. Before giving detailed review on the Markov inventory system, we first

provide the reader with a brief explanation of a stochastic process in section 3.3 with

particular emphasis on Markov chains (see section 3.4). The derivation of steady state

distribution is discussed in section 3.5. Finally we give the comprehensive review on

Markov inventory systems in section 3.6.

3.3 Stochastic Process

A stochastic process is a random process which changes with time. Alternatively, the

process can be defined as a collection of random variables Sθ indexed by a parameter θ

where θ belongs to some index set Θ [38]. If Θ is a set of integers, representing specific

time points, we have a stochastic process in discrete time and we shall replace the

general subscript Θ by n. If Θ is a real line or part of a real line, we have a stochastic

process in continuous time and we shall replace the general subscript Θ by t and change

the expression of the random variables slight to S(t).

We have:

� discrete time process {Sn, n ≥ 0}, which will be the focus in chapter 5 of this

thesis.

� continuous time process {S(t), t ≥ 0}
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As opposed to the deterministic process, the outcome from a random process are not

unique due to a variety of factors. For instance the demand volume for an item held in

inventory might vary from period to period; the data gathered from rerunning the same

given experiment might be different. Therefore, it is preferable or in some instances

essential to quantify the dynamic of the interactions between these random events in

order to acquire a better understanding and efficiently manage the process uncertainties.

The random variable Sθ takes values in the state space I that could be either discrete

(a finite or countably infinite set) or continuous (for instance the set of real numbers

R). In this thesis, we are looking at stochastic processes for which both time parameter

and state space are discrete.

If the assumption is made that the stochastic process considered have the property

that future changes to the system are determined by the current state and not previous

states, then the process is called a “Markov chain”. In this PhD thesis, we consider, in

the stochastic setting, the inventory system to be governed by a Markov chain. In the

following section, we formalise the definition of Markov chain.

3.4 Markov chains

Markov chains are simplest mathematical models for stochastic events evolving in time.

This commonly well-known subject was first introduced in 1906 by Markov and has been

a topic of extensive research in literature [48]. The class of Markov chains is very broad

and could be seen in many applications, making Markov chains the primary and most

important examples of stochastic processes. In fact, the entire mathematical study of

stochastic processes can be viewed as a generalisation in some way of the theory of

Markov chains [48]. In this section, we will solely focus on the discrete time Markov

chains as it is linked to the work done in this PhD thesis (see chapter 5). For a detailed

review on Markov chains, the reader is referred to the works done in [38, 48].

A stochastic process {Sn, n ≥ 0} with state space I is called a discrete-time Markov

chain (DTMC) if for all i and j in I we have

P(Sn+1 = j|Sn = i, Sn−1, · · · , S0) = P(Sn+1 = j|Sn = i) = pi,j (3.4.1)

In words, given the present state Sn and the previous states S0, S1, · · · , Sn−1 of the
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process, the future state Sn+1 only depends on the present and not on the previous

states. pi,j denotes the transition probability that the chain, whenever in state i, moves

next (one unit of time later) into state j, and is referred to as a one-step transition

probability.

In most applications, we have for all n,

P(Sn+1 = j|Sn = i) = P(Sn = j|Sn−1 = i) = · · ·P(S1 = j|S0 = i) = pi,j (3.4.2)

That is, the 1-step transition probabilities are time homogeneous (they do not depend

on n). In this thesis, we only consdier a time homogeneous discrete time Markov Chain.

A time homogeneous Markov Chain is alternatively called the stationary Markov chain.

Therefore, the time variable n can be dropped for simplicity.

In the discrete time, discrete state Markov Chain (DDMC), I is a finite or countably

infinite set. The matrix P = (pi,j : i, j ∈ I) is called 1-step transition probability matrix

if

� pi,j ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ I

�
∑∞

j=0 pi,j = 1 for all i ∈ I

The above properties of the matrix P can be explained in words that all elements of P

are non-negative and all row sums are equal to 1. A matrix P with the above properties

is called a stochastic matrix.

In the above DDMC, P can be considered as a family of distributions pi,·, one for each

i ∈ I, pi,· represents the distribution of Sn+1 given Sn = i.

In discrete time, continuous state Markov Chain (DCMC), the state space I is a subset

of R (the set of real numbers). We replace the family of discrete distributions P [i, ·] by

a family of densities p(x, ·) one for each s ∈ I. Similar to the discrete state case, p(x, .)

represents the distribution (density function) of Sn+1 given that Sn = x.

More formally, a stochastic kernel on I, I is a function p : IxI → R with the property

that

� p(x, y) ≥ 0 ∀ x, y ∈ I
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�
∫
p(x, y)dy = 1 ∀ x ∈ I

A stationary Markov chain is linked to this PhD thesis in a way that the decision on

the optimal order policy for a buyer will depend on the current state of the inventory

system, regardless of the previous states. This will be revisited in section 3.5 and also

in chapter 5 when the idea of stationarity along with its application will be explored

in great details to help decide the best combinations of the values of the QF contract

parameters (β,Q) so as to minimise the long-run expected (average) cost.

3.4.1 Connection to stochastic differential equations

A stochastic differential equation (SDE) is a differential equation in which one or more

of the terms are stochastic processes, resulting in a solution which is also a stochastic

process. One SDE related to our thesis takes the form:

Sn+1 = α(Sn) + φ(Sn)ξn+1 (3.4.3)

Assumptions are made in equation (3.4.3) that the random variable ξn+1 is independent

and randomly distributed with a known density function defined in R. α(·) and φ(·)
are given functions defined on I, with φ(Si) > 0 ∀i ∈ I.

3.5 Derivation of the steady-state distribution

First of all, we define the following concepts in discrete Markov Chain.

� Transient distribution: a
(n)
j = P(Sn = j), j ∈ I; for fixed n ≥ 0.

� Limiting distribution: πj = lim
n→∞

a
(n)
j = lim

n→∞
P(Sn = j); j ∈ I.

� n-step transition probabilities: p
(n)
i,j = P(Sn = j|S0 = i)

� n-step transition probability matrix: P (n) = (p
(n)
i,j , i, j ∈ I)

With the above definition, the transient distributions can be calculated using
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P(Sn = j) =
∑
i∈I

P(Sn = j, S0 = i)

=
∑
i∈I

P(S0 = i) · P(Sn = j|S0 = i)

=
∑
i∈I

a
(0)
i · p

(n)
i,j

(3.5.1)

Thus we have

a
(n)
j =

∑
i∈I

a
(0)
i · p

(n)
i,j (3.5.2)

It’s been proved that P (n) = P n [48]. That is, the n-step transition probability matrix

P (n) is equal to the n-th power of the matrix P . Let a(n) be the transient distribution

vector of the Markov chain at time n, in which each element is a transient distribution

(a
(n)
j , j ∈ I), we have

a(n) = a(0) · P n = a(0) · P n (3.5.3)

Similarly, we have

a(n) = a(n−1) · P = a(n−2) · P 2 = · · · = a(0) · P n (3.5.4)

where a(0) is the initial distribution vector of the Markov Chain. From the above

analysis, we note that we can calculate every transient distribution vector a(n) if we know

the initial distribution transient distribution vector a(0) and the transition probability

matrix P .

The steady-state probability vector π can be interpreted as the limiting behaviour

(n→∞) of the transient distribution vector of the Markov chain. Mathematically, we

have

π = lim
n→∞

a(n) (3.5.5)
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If the state I is a discrete set and I = (0, 1, 2, · · · , N), The steady-state probability

vector can be written as

π = (π0, π1, π2, · · · , πN)

= ( lim
n→∞

a
(n)
0 , lim

n→∞
a

(n)
1 , lim

n→∞
a

(n)
2 , · · · , lim

n→∞
a

(n)
N )

= ( lim
n→∞

P(Sn = 0), lim
n→∞

P(Sn = 1), lim
n→∞

P(Sn = 2), · · · , lim
n→∞

P(Sn = N))

(3.5.6)

The probabilities (πj, j ∈ I) are also called stationary probabilities. Alternatively, we

say that a system is in steady-state if the probabilities a
(n)
i = P(Sn = i) does not change

with time n. This is shown in equation (3.5.7) below.

lim
n→∞

a
(n+1)
i = lim

n→∞
a

(n)
i ∀i ∈ I (3.5.7)

There is a key theorem for Markov Chain that for an irreducible, aperiodic and positive

recurrent Markov chain, lim
n→∞

p
(n)
i,j , j ∈ I exists and is independent of i. From equation

(3.5.4),(3.5.5) and (3.5.7), we have the limiting equations (also called balance euqations)

as follows:

πj =
∑
i∈I

πi · pi,j for all j ∈ I (3.5.8)

satisfying the normilisation equation that

∑
j∈I

πj = 1 (3.5.9)

If the state space I is considered as continuous, then we can write:

π(y) =

∫
x∈I

p(x, y)π(x)dx ∀y ∈ I and

∫
y∈I

π(y) = 1 (3.5.10)

In vector-matrix form, the (3.5.8) can be written as:
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π = πP (3.5.11)

In the context of this PhD thesis, the steady-state probability is interpreted as the

long run fraction of time that the inventory level equates a certain value. This will be

revisited in chapter 5.

3.6 Application of Markov chains in inventory man-

agement

We start this section with an introduction to the role of Just-in-time inventory man-

agement in production planning. We then provide the detailed literature review on the

application of the Markov chains in the inventory management, especially Just-in-time

inventory management.

Since the flow of inventories is at the centre of most automotive companies, the role

of inventory controlling tools is important. There exist a number of concepts used

in inventory planning and control designed to improve production efficiency. Among

these, just-in-time, materials requirements planning (MRP), and manufacturing re-

source planning (MRPII), a modified version of MRP, are widely known concepts and

very powerful controlling tools that plays a substantial role in the success or failure

of an entire manufacturing system [51]. Therefore, we focus attention in the following

lines on briefly explaining important characteristics of inventory planning and control

through MRP and just-in-time.

MRP is a computer-based production planning and inventory control system that com-

bines production scheduling and inventory control. The purpose of MRP as a material

control system is to attempt to keep adequate inventory levels to assure that required

materials are available when needed [22]. This is comparable to a push system of in-

ventory control whose success is based on high quality forecasting. In a push system,

components are either manufactured or ordered in advance to meet anticipated demand

[35]. In the context of this PhD thesis, this allows the manufacturer on top of prevent-

ing shortage, to finish production in advance or ‘just in time’ to the scheduled deadline.

But for this to work, inventory managers must be in possession of accurate historical

end-market demand records and aspire that historical demand data information being

passed to the supplier will predict future demands.
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As is the case with any forecasting models, the major problem with the MPR control

strategy is the uncertainty of the end-market. Even the best inventory systems with the

most advanced forecasting capabilities will, at some occasions, mispredict the expected

demand; amounting to increased inventory holding or shortage costs. MRP is appli-

cable in situation similar to the Linear program explored in chapter 4 where the car

manufacturer compute the ultimate ordered quantity based on historical data of past

demand forecasts. As aforementioned in the preceding paragraph, in this case, the car

manufacturer has to hope that history repeats itself and that the forecast is accurate

enough.

Inventory management is required for just-in-time car manufacturing under different

environmental situations. In the context of this thesis, we focus on the process that is

needed to bring the car manufacturer’s production values exactly in line with market

demand. More precisely, to match supply of raw materials and sub-components to the

end-customer demands, allows the optimisation of components held in inventory so as

to minimise costs.

In this thesis we assumed in the case study introduced both in chapter 4 and 5, a simple

supply chain system consisting of a parts supplying company that supply parts to a

car manufacturing company using the philosophy of a just-in-time order deliveries such

that parts are delivered as ordered by the car manufacturer to meet the end-market

demand. In the stochastic setting (see chapter 5), the demand forecast is assumed

random and inventory position is modelled as stochastic process.

Before reviewing the application of Markov chains in inventory control models, it is

necessary to clarify the relationship of the Markov chain and queuing theory. Markov

chains are the basis for analysing the queues. Many queuing models use continuous-time

Markov chains (CTMC). For example, an M/M/1 queue is a CTMC on the non-negative

integers where the transitions of the demand for a product waiting in the queue from i

to i+ 1 occur at rate λ according to a Poisson process, while transitions from i to i− 1

(for i > 1) occur at rate µ (service times are exponentially distributed). The majority

literature works found in applying Markov chains in inventory control models adopted

M/M/1 queue.

For instance, Berman and Kim [11] examined queueing-inventory systems over the last

twenty years. They defined a Markovian system process to model the behaviour of

service systems with an attached inventory. They then used classical optimisation

methods to find the optimal control policy of the inventory. Schwarz and Daduna [55]

and Schwarz et al. [56] explored the joint probability of the M/M/1 service queue with
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an attached inventory. Various inventory control policies with exponential lead time

and backordering are considered in their modelling. Saffari et al.[46] also studied an

inventory model with a service queue and lost sales. Specifically, Liu et al. [43] defined

a Markov inventory system, where the service time is assumed to be 0. In all of the

aforementioned papers, the steady-state probability distributions of the inventory level

have been explored analytically.

Among all the aforementioned queueing-inventory systems, the Markov inventory sys-

tem (service time is 0) examined by Liu et al. [43] has the most similarity to ours. The

papers who also address this type of Markov inventory system include Fleischmann et

al. [25], Fleischmann and Kuik [24] and Deflem and Nieuwenhuyse [21]. Fleischmann

et al. [25] analysed a (r,Q) inventory model in the situation that some products need

to be returned and reused. The model considers Possion demands and returns. They

analysed the underlying two-dimension Markov process (I(t),M(t)) where I(t) denotes

the inventory position as before and M(t) denotes the number of products in the mar-

ket. It is well known that the steady state average costs per time is minimised based on

the inventory position I(t). The authors derived optimal control policy for their model

and calculated optimal values of the control parameters r and Q. The comparison with

the traditional (r,Q) model is made throughout their paper. It is important to note

that they have derived the stationary distribution of the inventory position through the

work of Muckstadt and Isaac [47] and Hadley and Whitin [28]. Fleischmann and Kuik

[24] also considered an optimal inventory control model with stochastic item returns.

There are two different points of their work from Fleischmann et al. [25]’s. One is that

they analysed the structure of the return-flow model for a period review policy (s, S)

control policy. That is, at each review point, place an order when the inventory level

is observed have dropped to or below s and raise the inventory level back to S. The

other different point is they assumed that the net stock level before ordering forms a

discrete time Markov Chain rather than continuous time Markov Chain. Their paper

is more similar to our work with respect to these two points. In their problem, the

evolution of the inventory positions of new and returned items are modelled as Markov

chain processes respectively. The steady state distribution can be obtained by solving

the Markov model through a system of linear equations for the (s, S). They provide

the detailed prove of the calculation of the steady state distribution. However, the

transition probabilities of their problem are simpler than ours, and similar procedure

cannot be applied to do the steady state calculation in the problem of our PhD the-

sis. Deflem and Nieuwenhuyse [21] considered a “one-way substitution” problem that

a high-quality (and hence, more expensive) item fulfils its own demand and simulta-

neously acts as backup safety stock for the (cheaper) low-quality item. Obviously, the
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availability of the high-quality item is very good in this problem. They analysed the ef-

fect of this ‘one-way substitution in a periodic review inventory system with an (R, s, S)

or (R, S) order policy through a DTMC model, assuming backorders, zero replenish-

ment lead-time and correlated demand. Their work has the most similarity to ours.

They also provide the transition probabilities formulas from the current states to the

next states for all state space. They then indicate that the steady state distribution can

be obtained by solving the Markov model through a system of linear equations for the

(R, s, S). However, no clear formula has been provided for the steady state distribution

for the (R, s, S). And they acclaimed that the steady state probabilities of the states

are the same with the transition probabilities to those states for the (R, S) without

clear explanation. Finally, they determine the expected total cost per period for the

one-way substitution strategy by evaluating each expected purchasing, shortage, hold-

ing, and demand re-routing costs from the steady-state probabilities. They analysed

the optimal control parameter values through simulation experiments as we did.

3.7 Conclusion

To conclude, inventory control models can be broadly classified into continuous review

and period review models. A variety of literature works can be found in deriving

the optimal order policies in these two domains, in which the models considering the

stochastic demand are acclaimed more accurate. Due to the fact that the inventory

position at the end of one period will be affected by the inventory position at the end of

the last period, not any other previous periods, queueing models and Markov process

can be used for representing inventory systems with stochastic demand, especially in

those considering a single supplier. It can be seen that in most queueing models (if not

all), it is assumed that the system state is continuously monitored. There is a great

deal of literature in queuing theory and production and inventory systems with the

continuous review policy (e.g. Schwarz et al. [55], Schwarz et al. [56]; Liu [43]; Baek [4];

Baek [5]). Our thesis examined a periodic review system with a Markov chain concept.

Combining with the fact that our model is a specific case in M/M/1 queue (service

time is 0, time is discrete), we term our problem in Chapter 5 as a periodic Markov

inventory model. Very few papers can be found in the literature which examined this

periodic Markov inventory model. This might be due to the mathematical difficulty in

finding the stationary state distribution for the Markov chains in the periodic Markov

inventory models. The paper of Deflem and Nieuwenhuyse [21] is the only work that

we found to apply this periodic Markov inventory model to their problem.
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We propose a QF contract coupled with just-in-time inventory control strategy to incor-

porate flexibility in the car manufacturing production process. Different from previous

attempts where inventory flexibility have been studied in the same lights whereby the

flexibility parameters (quantity and variation rate) have been studied separately or ar-

bitrary fixed without prior optimisation, in this thesis, we incorporate simultaneously

both parameters in the optimisation model.
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Chapter 4

Flexibility analysis on a supply

chain contract using parametric

linear programming

1

This chapter mainly focuses on providing a quantity flexibility analysis within a deter-

ministic demand setting, arising from a case study involving a car manufacturer (buyer)

and a parts supplying company. The supplier is under the conditions of just-in-time to

supply parts as they are demanded by the car manufacturer whose aim is to align its

orders with the end-market demand. Model development leading to the expression of

the total cost function is provided first. We construct the total cost function by deter-

mining the inventory and purchasing costs, the adjustable parameters (β and Q) and

constraints. Following the model development, we provide the problem formulation

with the original mathematical expression of the total cost function being converted

into a pLP model. A thorough theoretical analysis is then carried out on the dual LP

as a result of the complexity of the primal LP model. This include determining the

convexity property of the objective function of the total cost with respect to the pa-

rameters β and Q. To end the chapter, numerical evaluation of the best combinations

of β and Q are then provided in order to draw some managerial insights

1The content of this Chapter form the basis of our published papers [18] and [44] (which has a
corrigendum) . I would like to acknowledge the contribution of Prof Chu and Dr Song to the work in
this chapter, whose input was instrumental in the construction of the model and in proving some of
the more technical lemmas.
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4.1 Introduction

In section 2.3 we gave an overview of QF contracts and thoroughly introduced previous

work done on supply chain system coordinated through contract flexibility mechanisms.

The main goal of this chapter is to develop a policy -at strategic level, that determines

the optimal values of order quantity (Q) and flexibility rate (β) sustaining the contract

and ensuring that the actual order quantity meets the actual demand and the total

cost is minimised over the course of the contract. This goal was achieved and the work

carried out could be seen on the joint conference paper Chu et al., [18] and Longomo

et al., [44].

4.2 Derivation of the Mathematical Model

The model considered in the current work is an example of a two-echelon SC, in which a

QF contract is agreed between two main players, a retailer and a supplier. The retailer

is provided with some flexibility with respect to the nominal ordering quantity (Q)

but, is duty bound to commit to a minimum purchase quantity, L(β), below the initial

order. The supplier in return, agrees to meet the actual order quantity (or firm order)

provided that it falls below the maximum allowable purchase quantity,U(β), above the

nominal quantity. The supplier charges a unit purchasing cost p(β), to contain the

risks. When signing the contract with the supplier, β and Q need to be decided to

minimise the total cost. This problem is a big challenge to the retailer due to potential

high variations of the actual demand.
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4.2.1 Notations

The following notations in table 4.1 and 4.2 will be used throughout this paper.

Table 4.1: Summary of Notations

Input Data

T , Number of periods in the contracts.

t , period t, with t = 1, . . . , T

dt , Demand at time t (unknown in reality. In this paper, demand is

forecasted using historical data)

DT , Total demand in the whole planning horizon of the contract. DT =∑T
t=1 dt

−
d , The average demand; i.e.,

−
d = DT

T

h , Unit inventory holding cost per period

s , Unit shortage cost per period

Decision Variables

x , Order quantity. x may also represent the decision vector of the

primal linear program problem, with vector form x = (x1, . . . , xT )

z , Vector of decision variables for the dual linear program problem of

the primal

β , Variation rate with respect to the nominal order quantity, β ∈ [0, 1]

Q , Nominal order quantity, Q ≥ 0

Constraints expressions

U(β) , Upper bound on ordered quantity per period.

L(β) , Lower bound on ordered quantity per period
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Table 4.2: Summary of Notations

Cost functions

f(x) , Objective function (which represents the total inventory hold-

ing/shortage cost) of the parameterised Primal linear program.

F (β,Q) , The optimal value of the objective function of the primal pLP

model. This represents the minimum total shortage/holding cost

for given parameters (β,Q) ∈ Ω. F (β,Q) = min
x∈D(β,Q)

f (x)

v(β,Q, z) , The objective function of the parameterised Dual LP. This is the

lower bound of the minimum total inventory shortage/holding cost.

V (β,Q) , The optimal value of the objective function of the Dual pLP model

for given parameters (β,Q) ∈ Ω. V (β,Q) = max
z∈Γ

v (β,Q, z).

From duality theory, we have: V (β,Q) = F (β,Q), ∀(β,Q) ∈ Ω

p(β) , Unit purchasing cost in function of the variation rate. Assumption

is made in this current work that p(β) is a linear or piecewise linear

convex function

g(β,Q) , The optimum total cost of purchasing and inventory short-

age/holding costs for given parameters β and Q

γ (β,Q, x) , Objective function, which represents the total purchasing plus the

holding/shortage cost, of the initial problem formulation

γ (β,Q, x) =

p(β)DT + f(x) if x ∈ D(β,Q)

+∞ Otherwise
(4.2.1)

g(β,Q) = min
x∈D(β,Q)

γ(β,Q, x)

For x ∈ D(β,Q), the optimum total cost function can then be

written as g(β,Q) = p(β)DT + F (β,Q)

4.2.2 Cost analysis

The purpose of the analysis was to determine the optimal values of β and Q that

minimise the total cost of purchase, inventory holding and shortage costs of the buyer

and assure that the order quantity is constrained within the upper and lower limits

allowed per period.
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In each period of the contract, three costs are incurred -Purchasing cost, inventory cost

and holding cost. The total cost is thus defined as the sum of these three costs. With

different order quantities in each period, the cost will be different.

Assumptions were made that:

� Backorder is allowed

� There is zero lead time.

� There is no or trivial ordering cost, which counts for nil.

� The unit purchase cost p(β) as shown on figure 1.2, is assumed to be linear or

piecewise linear convex function and is given in equation (1.1.1).

4.2.3 Construction of the total cost function

Having described the problem, we constructed the total cost function by separately

developing the mathematical expression of its different components. Two types of losses

are recognised in this model namely the purchasing cost and the inventory cost (holding

and the shortage costs). These are enumerated in this subsection before providing the

combined total cost function in equation (4.2.3)

1. Holding/shortage cost, f(x)

If d1, . . . , dT are the demands for the next T periods, and x = x1, . . . , xT , the

order quantity for the next T periods and backorder is allowed, two cases arise at

each period t:

Case one: h
t∑
i=1

(xi − di) if
t∑
i=1

(xi − di) ≥ 0

Case two: s
t∑
i=1

(di − xi) if
t∑
i=1

(di − xi) ≥ 0

This leads to the following:

f(xt) = max[h
t∑
i=1

(xi − di), s
t∑
i=1

(di − xi)]
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2. Purchasing Cost for period t, P (β, xt)

P (β, xt) = p(β)xt (4.2.2)

3. The total of cost can then be written as:

γ (β,Q, x) =


∑T

t=1(P (β, xt) + f(xt)) if Q(1− β) ≤ xt ≤ Q(1 + β), t = 1, 2, . . . , T

+∞ Otherwise

(4.2.3)

With D(β,Q) being the feasible domain of x given the values of β and Q. This

will be introduced in the following section.

4.2.4 Constraints

From the arguments advanced in Chapter 1 explaining the restrictions in place while

considering the implementation of the QF contract, in this section we again introduce

these restrictions and provide the mathematical expressions used to incorporate them

within the problem.

There are two main sets of constraints considered. These include the constraints on the

order quantity x, and the constraints on the range of parameters β and Q, governing

the order quantity. The order volume in each period needs to be less than the upper

limit U(β) provided in equation (4.2.4) and larger than the lower limit L(β) given in

equation (4.2.5). The optimal order quantity in each period within the contract length

is restricted by these two boundaries.

x ≤ U(β) = Q(1 + β) (4.2.4)

x ≥ L(β) = Q(1− β) (4.2.5)
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4.3 Problem formulation

After the problem was clearly defined with all the components of the problem descrip-

tion being mathematically derived, the optimisation problem was then constructed. All

demand that is short is back-ordered. The optimisation problem was formulated as:

min
x

γ(β,Q, x)

s.t. Q(1− β) ≤ xt ≤ Q(1 + β), t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
(4.3.1)

Denote the optimal solution of (4.3.1) to be x∗(β,Q), i.e.,

x∗(β,Q) = arg min{γ(β,Q, x) |Q(1− β) ≤ xt ≤ Q(1 + β), t = 1, 2, . . . , T}, (4.3.2)

and the corresponding optimal value to be g(β,Q), i.e.,

g(β,Q) = min
Q(1−β)≤xt≤Q(1+β), t=1,2,...,T

γ(β,Q, x). (4.3.3)

Given the order quantity (4.3.2) and the relation established in (4.3.3), our goal was

to find the values of β ∈]0, 1] and Q ∈ [0,∞) that minimise g(β,Q). The value of β is

constrained within the interval ]0, 1] as it acts as the flexibility limit. The supplier initial

places a nominal quantity Q at a price c0 with the option of increasing or decreasing

its ultimate purchase by an amount βQ units at a price βc1.

4.3.1 Linearisation of Optimisation Model

The purpose of this subsection was to use the mathematical model of the problem formu-

lation introduced in section 4.3 and convert it into a form which renders the theoretical

analysis less complex. As stated before, the optimization model -see equation(4.3.1),

can be equivalently converted to a pLP problem. Parametric linear programming refers

to the study of the way optimal properties depend on data parametrisations. Paramet-

ric linear programming is of significant importance since it brings to the fore how a

problem changes as the data used varies.

We now show that original mathematical model of the problem considered can be

written as a pLP problem possessing a primal and dual forms. To this end, let us first

introduce additional decision variables and additional constraints as follows:
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� Jt: The inventory holding/shortage cost of period t for t = 1, . . . , T

Jt − h
t∑
i=1

xi ≥ −hDt

Jt + s
t∑
i=1

xi ≥ sDt,

where Dt :=
∑t

i=1 di represents the cumulative demand from the initial to current

period t.

� A restriction is placed on total ordering quantity such that its accumulation over

the length of the contract is equal to the accumulation of the demand over the

planning horizon and strictly equal to the total demand DT as shown in equation

in (4.3.4).
T∑
t=1

xt =
T∑
t=1

dt = DT . (4.3.4)

By replacing (4.3.4) into (4.2.2), it follows that:

P (β, xt) = p(β)
T∑
t=1

xt = p(β)
T∑
t=1

dt = p(β)DT . (4.3.5)

It can be clearly seen that (4.3.5) becomes independent of x and hence can be

dropped from the objective function of (4.3.1) when computing x∗(β,Q) in the

optimisation process.

� We defined B = [0, 1], the range of β without knowing the value of Q and Q =[
−
d
2
, DT

2

]
, the range of Q without knowing the value of β, where

−
d= DT

T
represents

the average demand.

� With a little abuse of notation, we introduced the following ranges of β and Q:

B(Q) =

[∣∣∣∣−dQ − 1

∣∣∣∣ , 1], the range of β for a given value ofQ andQ(β) =

[
−
d

(1+β)
,

−
d

(1−β+ 2β
T

)

]
the range of Q for a given value of β and we denote Ω = {(β,Q) |Q ∈ Q(β), β ∈ B} =

{(β,Q) |β ∈ B(Q), Q ∈ Q}, the set of couple (β,Q) and D(β,Q), the feasible do-

main of the primal problem, parameterised by β and Q.

The Total cost function can then be written as:

γ (β,Q, x) =

p(β)DT + f(x)) if x ∈ D(β,Q)

+∞ Otherwise
(4.3.6)
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and the corresponding optimal value of (4.3.1) then becomes:

g(β,Q) = min
x∈D(β,Q)

γ(β,Q, x). (4.3.7)

� Finally we define

yt := xt −Q(1− β), t = 1, 2, . . . , T. (4.3.8)

4.3.2 Primal pLP model

In this subsection, we define the LP problem using the different substitutions made in

Subsection 4.3.1. By substituting equations (4.3.5) and (4.3.8) into equation (4.3.1), it is

straightforward to get the following pLP model, which is equivalent to equation (4.3.1).

min
Jt∈D(β,Q)

T∑
t=1

Jt

s.t. Jt − h
t∑
i=1

yi ≥ h [−Dt + tQ(1− β)] , t = 1, 2, . . . , T

Jt + s
t∑
i=1

yi ≥ s[Dt − tQ(1− β)], t = 1, 2, . . . , T

−yt ≥ −2Qβ
T∑
t=1

yt ≥ DT − TQ(1− β), t = 1, 2, . . . , T

yt ≥ 0, t = 1, 2, . . . , T.

(4.3.9)

We denote F (β,Q) = min
J,y∈D(β,Q)

ζ(J ,y) to be the optimal value of the objective function

of the primal pLP model. since ζ(J ,y) = f (x), the optimal value of the objective

function of the primal pLP can also be written as F (β,Q) = min
x∈D(β,Q)

f (x). This value,

represents the total inventory holding/shortage cost of the parameterised primal linear

program for given parameters (β,Q) ∈ Ω.

4.3.2.1 Dual pLP model

In this subsection, we define the dual pLP of the primal. This was done as a way

of eliminating the complexity encountered in using the primal LP to carry out the

theoretical analysis.
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Notice that in the primal LP problem in equation (4.3.9), the parameters appear in the

constraints. Hence, these constraints constantly change as (β,Q) change, rendering the

optimisation of F (β,Q) over (β,Q) difficult. One immediate choice was to consider its

dual form. Let us introduce ε ∈ RT , η ∈ RT , θ ∈ RT , and ρ ∈ R as the Lagrangian

multipliers of the constraints in equation (4.3.9), and further let

∆t = Dt − tQ(1− β), t = 1, . . . , T.

The dual pLP of the primal pLP model can now be written as follows:

max ∆Tρ+
T∑
t=1

[−h∆tεt + s∆tηt − 2Qβθt]

s.t. −h
T∑
i=t

εi + s
T∑
i=t

ηi − θt + ρ ≤ 0, t = 1, 2, . . . , T

εt + ηt = 1, t = 1, 2, . . . , T

εt, ηt, θt ≥ 0, t = 1, 2, . . . , T.

(4.3.10)

Let Γ be the feasible domain of the dual problem, independent of β and Q, and let

v(β,Q, z) be the objective function of the parameterised dual linear program in equa-

tion (4.3.10), which is actually the lower bound of the minimum total inventory hold-

ing/shortage cost, where z =


ρ

ε

η

θ

 ∈ R3T+1 represents the vector of decision vari-

ables in the dual problem, and β and Q are parameters. In other words, we have

v(β,Q, z) ≤ F (β,Q), for any z ∈ Γ and (β,Q) ∈ Ω. Denote V (β,Q) = max
z∈Γ

v (β,Q, z),

the optimal value of the objective function of the dual problem, for given parameters

(β,Q). From duality theory, we have:

V (β,Q) = F (β,Q), ∀(β,Q) ∈ Ω (4.3.11)

Both terms in equation (4.3.11) represent the minimum inventory holding/shortage cost

for given parameters (β,Q) ∈ Ω

From equation (4.3.11), the total cost of purchasing and inventory holding/shortage

cost for given parameters (β,Q) can then be written as:
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g(β,Q) = p(β)DT + F (β,Q) = p(β)DT + V (β,Q) (4.3.12)

Note that the term p(β)DT is independent of the decision variables x and z of the

primal and dual pLP models respectively therefore it is dropped from the primal and

dual pLP models and is reintroduced when computing g(β,Q) in equation (4.3.12). As

seen from the dual pLP formulation in equation (4.3.10), its feasible region Γ is actually

independent of (β,Q), which provides a big advantage for optimizing V (β,Q) in terms

of (β,Q). We shall discuss this in the next section. Before that, let us first simplify the

dual pLP model.

4.3.3 Simplification of the dual pLP model

From equation (4.3.10) the objective function of the dual linear program can be written

as:

v(β,Q, z) = ∆Tρ+
T∑
t=1

(−h∆t)εt +
T∑
t=1

(s∆t)ηt +
T∑
t=1

(−2Qβ)θt

= [DT − TQ(1− β)]ρ+
T∑
t=1

[−h(Dt − tQ(1− β))]εt

+
T∑
t=1

[s(Dt − tQ(1− β))]ηt +
T∑
t=1

(−2Qβ)θt

Denote e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)> to be the all-one vector, D = (D1, D2, . . . , DT )> ∈ RT , and

t = (1, 2, . . . , T )> ∈ RT . The decision variables for the dual pLP model -as introduced

in section 4.3.2.1, can be written as z =


ρ

ε

η

θ

 ∈ R3T+1. The objective function of

the dual pLP model can then be written as:

v(β,Q, z) = βQa>z +Qb>z + c>z, (4.3.13)
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where

a =


T

−ht
st

−2e

, b =


−T
ht

−st
0

, and c =


DT

−hD
sD

0

.
Denote z? to be the optimal solution of dual pLP model given in equation (4.3.10).

Clearly we have:

V (β,Q) = βQa>z∗ +Qb>z∗ + c>z∗.

4.4 Theoretical Analysis

Our aim in this section was to examine the convexity property of the optimal total cost

function, g(β,Q) for given parameters β and Q as provided in equation (4.3.12). Due

to the fact that the unit price function p(β) -a linear function of β, is independent of

Q, the analysis was focused on V (β,Q) which is a bivariate function of both β and Q

as illustrated in equation (4.3.12). The value of V (β,Q) is based on solving the primal

or the dual pLP model for the fixed β and Q.

Before exploring the convexity of the optimal total cost function, g, we briefly introduce

the convexity and concavity of a function. A univariate case is used in the definition

and can be easily extrapolated to the case of a bivariate function.

Definition 4.1. A function f(s) in the domain S is called convex if:

f(λs1 + (1− λ)s2) ≤ λf(s1) + (1− λ)f(s2), ∀ s1, s2 ∈ S, λ ∈ [0, 1].

A function f(s) is called concave if −f(s) is convex.

As Previously stated, the feasible region of the dual pLP model is independent of (β,Q),

hence making the theoretical analysis of our problem much convenient using the dual

linear program problem.

In the remaining part of this section, we analyse the optimal total cost function g(β,Q)

with different level of complexity. First, the convexity of the optimal function of the

dual pLP model given in equation (4.3.10), is considered with one parameter -either

β or Q , being fixed. Secondly, we examined the jointly convex property of g∗(β,Q)

provided in equation (4.3.10) under specified conditions.
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Since the term p(β)DT in equation (4.3.12) is independent of z, in this work we will

focus on parametric function V (β,Q) in the domain Γ. The convexity of V (β,Q) is of

great importance in this work in terms of optimization over (β,Q).

4.4.1 Single parameter convexity

From the dual pLP model formulation, we see that its feasible region is independent

of (β,Q). Furthermore, we observed the objective function of the dual pLP model is

linear with respect to β for fixed Q and the decision variable z, and also linear with

respect to Q for fixed β and the decision variable z. Therefore it is not hard to prove

the following single parameter convexity for V (β,Q).

Theorem 4.1. V (β,Q) is a convex function of β for fixed Q, and a convex function

of Q for fixed β.

Proof. Denote the feasible region of the dual pLP model to be Γ(z). According to the

discussion in section 4.3.3, this dual problem is

max
z∈Γ

v(β,Q, z) = βQa>z +Qb>z + c>z.

For fixed β, let Q1, Q2 ∈ Q(β) and λ1, λ2 ∈ [0, 1] with λ1 + λ2 = 1. We then have

V (β, λ1Q1 + λ2Q2) = β(λ1Q1 + λ2Q2)a>z∗ + (λ1Q1 + λ2Q2)b>z∗ + c>z∗

= λ1βQ1a
>z∗ + λ1Q1b

>z∗ + λ1c
>z∗ + λ2βQ2a

>z∗ + λ2Q2b
>z∗ + λ2c

>z∗

= λ1v(β,Q1, z
∗) + λ2v(β,Q2, z

∗)

≤ λ1V (β,Q1) + λ2V (β,Q2),

where z∗ ∈ Γ is the optimal solution of the dual pLP model when Q = λ1Q1 + λ2Q2,

and the last inequality is due to the fact that z∗ is a feasible solution of the dual pLP

model when Q = Q1 and Q = Q2. This proves the convexity of Q by fixing β. The

convexity of β by fixing Q can be proved similarly and is thus omitted.
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4.4.2 Joint Convexity

The result of one parameter convexity is certainly not enough to find the minimum

value of V (β,Q) in an analytical way. One may wonder whether the joint convexity of

V (β,Q) for both β and Q holds. Unfortunately it is not true in general. Let us first

discuss an interesting property, which makes the picture of V (β,Q) clearer.

Lemma 4.1. For any feasible solution z ∈ Γ of the dual pLP model, it follows that

a>z ≤ 0 in equation (4.3.13).

Proof. Direct computation shows that

a>z = Tρ−
T∑
t=1

htεt +
T∑
t=1

stηt − 2
T∑
t=1

θt

=
T∑
t=1

(
−h

T∑
i=t

εi + s
T∑
i=t

ηi − θt + ρ

)
−

T∑
t=1

θt

≤ 0,

where the last inequality is due to the feasibility of z in equation (4.3.10)

Now, the reason for the joint convexity of V (β,Q) does not hold can be easily observed.

The objective function of the dual pLP model involves a nonlinear term βQ whose

coefficient a>z is always non-positive. If this term vanishes, then clearly V (β,Q) can

be shown convex. As we know, neither βQ nor −βQ is a convex or concave function, we

shall not hope for the convexity of V (β,Q). As a solid evidence, the following numerical

example rules out this possibility.

Example 4.1. Let DT = 1200, h = 2, s = 5, T = 12, demand dt, where t = 1, 2, · · · , T

is provided in the Table 4.3, and z =


ρ

ε

η

θ

, z ∈ R3T+1.

Table 4.3: Demand in a Year in Example 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

100 100 100 90 110 120 80 70 130 80 120 100

Set (β1, Q1) = (0, 80), (β2, Q2) = (1, 120) and λ = 0.5, we have
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(β3, Q3) = (λ · β1 + (1− λ) · β2, λ ·Q1 + (1− λ) ·Q2) = (0.5, 100)

The resultant function V (β,Q)) is not convex for jont variables (β,Q), since the values

of V (β1, Q1), V (β2, Q2) and V (β3, Q3) can be achieved using Excel’s Solver add-in to

run the model in Example 4.1, We have:

V (β1, Q1) = V (0, 80) = 2520

V (β2, Q2) = V (1, 120) = 10700

V (β3, Q3) = V (λ · β1 + (1− λ) · β2, λ ·Q1 + (1− λ) ·Q2) = V (0.5, 100) = 6950

It follows that:

V (β3, Q3) > λV (β1, Q1) + (1− λ)V (β2, Q2) = 6610

4.5 Computational Results

The aim of this section was to numerically search for the best combination of the

key parameters β and Q before the signing the contractual agreement between the

car manufacturer and the buyer so as to minimize the total purchasing, holding and

shortage costs. Since computing all the combinations of β and Q is exhaustive, and

bearing in mind that the convexity of the optimal function of the dual pLP model with

respect to β -when Q is fixed, has been theoretically verified (see theorem 4.1), decision

was made to carry out the optimisation using golden section search method [32], which

helped narrow the sampling space.

The golden section search method is one of the techniques used for finding the extreme

value (minimum or maximum) of a strictly uni-modal function by successively narrowing

the range of values inside which the extreme value is known to exist. The basic idea of

this method is to explore all possible solutions of g(β,Q) by searching all possible values

of Q starting with Q = 0 , then incrementally increasing its value by one increment

each time. With a given value of Q, we don’t need to explore all the values of β in the

interval B(Q). With theorem 4.1, we can apply the golden section search method to

explore limited number of values of β without loss of optimality. To help simulate the
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behaviour of g(β,Q), a macro - set of VBA codes, was written and embedded in Excel

to implement the golden section search.

4.5.1 Input Data

A one year forecast (or historical requirement) covering the entire planning horizon, the

inventory holding and shortage costs were provided. The whole year planning horizon

has T = 12 periods. Each month is one period. The parameters that decide the unit

purchase prices are fixed as c0 = 50£/unit and c1 = 5£/unit. The unit holding cost is

h = 10£/unit/period. The unit shortage cost is s = 5£/unit/peirod.

Here we assumed that all demands involved are normally distributed. The following

parameters are used for the computations. Demands are assumed to be

� Stationary normally distributed with a mean of 100 per period and a standard

deviation 20 by default; or

� Non-stationary with four possible patterns of the mean, which changes seasonally,

i.e. decreasing (starting from 160 down to 50 in steps of 10); increasing (starting

from 50 to 160 in steps of 10); triangular (starting from 70 increasing to 130 and

then decreasing to 80 in steps of 10); wedge shape (starting from 120 and then

decreasing to 70 and then increasing back to 130).

The demand data of different types are generated and provided in Table 4.4. The

average of the demand is provided in the last row.

Detailed numerical results to stationary normally distributed demand are provided in

section 4.6 and the conculsion for all demand types will be provided in section 4.6.3.

Thus more information about stationary normally distributed demand is presented in

Table 4.5 below, where both demand and the accumulation of the demands for each

period can be found.
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Table 4.4: Demand in a Year

Period Stationary Demand Non-stationary Demand

Decreasing Increasing Triangle Wedge

1 111 125 65 82 125
2 100 124 46 76 138
3 59 194 96 127 132
4 92 118 51 82 103
5 104 119 46 136 77
6 109 106 85 94 112
7 111 88 97 137 115
8 95 106 113 139 90
9 96 84 166 103 63
10 117 67 122 109 110
11 136 75 149 55 135
12 95 64 168 100 153
ave. 102 106 91 103 113

Table 4.5: Stationary normally distributed demand in a Year

t (month) dt (units) Dt (units)

1 111 111

2 100 211

3 59 270

4 92 362

5 104 466

6 109 576

7 111 687

8 95 782

9 96 878

10 117 995

11 136 1131

12 95 1226

Where Dt is the accumulated demand. The holding and shortage costs are stationary

throughout the planning horizon, i.e., ht= h and st= s. The minimum possible cost, c0

and c1 are fixed. According to the assumption
∑T

t=1 xt =
∑T

t=1 dt = DT , we have the

total demand, DT = 1226.
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4.6 Numerical Result for stationary normally dis-

tributed demand

In this subsection, we provide numerical results for the stationary normally distributed

demand. We start by providing some new terminologies as follows:

Let (β?, Q?) be the optimal values, which maximises the objective function of the total

cost given in equation (4.3.12). It follows that,

g(β?, Q?) = min
Q∈Q

min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) = min
β∈B

min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q) (4.6.1)

g1(Q) = min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (4.6.2)

β1(Q) = arg min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (4.6.3)

The remaining part of this section is divided into two subsections. In section 4.6.1, we

provide the Golden section search algorithm to show the approach taken in order to

efficiently compute values of g1(Q) and β1(Q) for a fixed value of Q. In section ??,

we provide optimum values of g1(Q) and β1(Q) for all possible values of Q so that

g(β?, Q?), β? and Q? can be numerically found.

4.6.1 Search for g1(Q) and β1(Q) for a fixed value Q

In this subsection, we provide the structure of the Golden section Search Algorithm

used in this chapter to numerically compute the combination of optimum values of the

variation rate β and the nominal quantity Q.

� Step 1 Initialisation: Set a = 0 and b = 1, calculate g(a,Q) and g(b,Q) for the

fixed value of Q. Define ϕ = (−1+
√

5)
2

� Step 2 Let c = b+ϕ.(a− b) and d = a+ϕ.(b− a). calculate g(c,Q) and g(d,Q)

� Step 3 If g(c,Q) < g(d,Q), then replace [b, g(b,Q)] with [d, g(d,Q)] and replace

[d, g(d,Q)] with [c, g(c,Q)]. Update c = b+ ϕ.(a− b) and calculate g(c,Q);

� Step 3 Otherwise, set replace [a, g(a,Q)] with [c, g(c,Q)] and replace [c, g(c,Q)]

with [d, g(d,Q)]. Update d = a+ ϕ.(b− a) and calculate g(d,Q).

� Step 4 If |c− d| < 0.01, exit; otherwise go to step 2.
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Table 4.6 gives part of the simulation results, where Q is fixed to 102, which is the

mean of the simulated demand dt, and the value of β is explored using golden section

search. The column iteration provides the number of iterations.
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Table 4.6: Simulation Results for Q=102

iteration Q β V (β,Q) p(β) ·DT g(β,Q)

1 102 0.00 3080.00 61256.00 64336.00

102 0.38 20.89 63581.22 63602.11

102 0.62 0.00 65049.78 65049.78

102 1.00 0.00 67375.00 67375.00

2 102 0.00 3080.00 61256.00 64336.00

102 0.24 143.92 62697.64 62841.56

102 0.39 18.65 63608.15 63626.79

102 0.62 0.00 65049.78 65049.78

3 102 0.00 3080.00 61256.00 64336.00

102 0.15 310.46 62149.82 62460.28

102 0.24 141.14 62714.33 62855.48

102 0.39 18.65 63608.15 63626.79

4 102 0.00 3080.00 61256.00 64336.00

102 0.09 692.15 61810.17 62502.32

102 0.15 306.86 62160.17 62467.03

102 0.24 141.14 62714.33 62855.48

5 102 0.09 692.15 61810.17 62502.32

102 0.15 309.00 62153.75 62462.75

102 0.18 236.72 62370.75 62607.47

102 0.24 141.14 62714.33 62855.48

6 102 0.09 692.15 61810.17 62502.32

102 0.13 392.44 62023.19 62415.63

102 0.15 307.67 62157.73 62465.40

102 0.18 236.72 62370.75 62607.47

7 102 0.09 692.15 61810.17 62502.32

102 0.11 473.32 61942.24 62415.57

102 0.13 389.98 62025.66 62415.63

102 0.15 307.67 62157.73 62465.40

8 102 0.09 692.15 61810.17 62502.32

102 0.10 555.78 61892.05 62447.84

102 0.11 471.79 61943.77 62415.57

102 0.13 389.98 62025.66 62415.63
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From table 4.6, it can be seen that the optimum value of g(β,Q) when Q is fixed at 102

is given by 62, 415.57 with a corresponding variation rate β = 0.11. However, it can be

noted that β(102) = 0.11 is not the best value of the variation rate β that minimises

the holding/shortage cost V (β, 102). As can be seen in table 4.6, for a fixed value of Q,

the smaller the value of the variation rate, the lower the holding/shortage cost V (β,Q)

would be. For instance, β = 0 leads to the lowest V (β, 102) = 0.

However, the lower the value of β, the higher the purchasing cost. In this example,

β = 1 leads to the highest purchasing cost p(β).DT = 67375.00. This finding shows

that it is unrealistic to presume that the value of β minimising the inventory hold-

ing/shortage cost V (β,Q) does necessarily minimise the total cost of purchasing and

inventory holding/shortage cost, g(β,Q).

4.6.2 Search for g(β?, Q?)

To search for g(β?, Q?), we set up the Table 4.7, which provides the g1(Q) and β1(Q)

for all the Q values. Due to the size of the paper, we just provide the results of Q in

the interval [90, 110].

Table 4.7: Simulation Results for different Q values for Stationary normally distributed
demand

Q β1(Q) g1(Q) Q β1(Q) g1(Q)

91 0.22 62977.20 101 0.10 62451.76

92 0.21 62906.06 102 0.11 62415.57

93 0.19 62837.50 103 0.12 62381.07

94 0.18 62768.67 104 0.13 62405.15

95 0.17 62703.10 105 0.14 62445.95

96 0.16 62652.12 106 0.15 62485.79

97 0.15 62609.72 107 0.15 62524.70

98 0.13 62567.81 108 0.16 62562.70

99 0.12 62527.67 109 0.17 62599.82

100 0.11 62488.76 110 0.18 62636.09

The graph of the simulation work in Table 4.7 is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that

g1(Q) is a uni-modal function with respect to Q.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship of total cost g1(Q) and variable Q for Stationary normally
distributed demand

Figure 4.1 depicts the graph of g1(Q). As can be seen from the illustration, g1(Q) is

a uni-modal function of Q. The lowest value is given by g1(Q) = 62.42415.17 and is

achieved around Q = 102, which is equivalent to the average demand obtained from

the forecast of historical data -see table 4.5. One may wonder if this is the case for all

types of demand. The numerical results provided in section 4.6.3 the different types of

demand considered shows that, this is necessary not true. We note from Table 4.7 that

β1(Q) is equally a uni-modal function of Q. The lowest flexibility rate (β1(Q) = 0.10)

is achieved when the nominal quantity Q = 101. The connection between the uni-

modality property of function β1(Q) and g1(Q) with respect to Q is a subject of future

research work.

Table 4.8: Optimum result from simulation work for Stationary normally distributed
demand

β∗ Q∗ V (β?, Q?) g(β?, Q?)

Optimum 0.11 101 473.72 62415.57

Table 4.8 below gives the best simulation result for the data input provided in section

5.1. The optimum variation rate β? and the optimum nominal quantity Q?, the total
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holding/shortage cost V (β?, Q?) and the total cost g(β?, Q?) over the length of the

contract are all listed.

4.6.3 Experimental result for all types of demands

Table 4.9 below gives the best simulation result for the data input provided in section

5.1 for all types of demands. The optimum variation rate β? and the optimum nominal

quantity Q?, the total holding/shortage cost V (β?, Q?) and the total cost g(β?, Q?) over

the length of the contract are all listed.

Table 4.9: Optimum result from simulation work for all types of demand

Demand Type β∗ Q∗ V (β?, Q?) g(β?, Q?)

Stationary 0.11 101 473.72 62415.57

Decreasing 0.32 106 566.66 66074.62

Increasing 0.43 111 760.32 57798.56

Triangular 0.20 102 501.60 63715.90

Wedge 0.21 119 553.27 69616.56

It becomes clear from Tables 4.4 and 4.9, that the optimum nominal quantity Q? is

equivalent to the average Q over twelve periods in two demands types, in occurrence the

Stationary and Decreasing whereas, they are not the same in the remaining three demand

types provided in Table 4.4. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the combination

of values of β and Q, rather than the value of only one parameter -say β as was the

case in a variety of studies in literature.

The graph of the simulation work plotting g1(Q) against Q for different types of demand

is shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that g1(Q) is a uni-modal function with respect

to Q for all types of demand again. In the future we aim to prove theoretically that

g1(Q) is a uni-modal function with respect to Q.
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(a) Non-stationary Decreasing (b) Non-stationary Increasing

(c) Non-stationary Triangle (d) Non-stationary Wedge

Figure 4.2: Relationship between g1(Q) and variable Q for all types of demand.

4.7 Conclusion

To summarise this chapter, we studied a QF contract within a deterministic setting with

the aim of deriving optimal values of the two key parameters: variation rate β and nom-

inal order quantity Q to minimize the car manufacturer’s purchasing, holding/shortage

costs. A pLP model was developed to help with the analysis. By examining the con-

vexity property of the objective function of the dual problem, led us to conclude that

given one parameters (say Q), the manufacturer’s total cost function g(β,Q) is convex

with respect to the other parameter (say β). A numerical example has been provided

to demonstrate that g(β,Q) is not jointly convex with respect to both β and Q. We

established that -in the dual LP problem, the holding/shortage cost function is convex

with respect to both β and Q under the assumption that the higher the variation rate

β is, the lower the nominal order quantity Q is, which is not the case in general. A
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set of simulation works were then implemented to examine the optimal values of β and

Q based on different types of demands. golden section Search method was applied to

search the feasible region of β given a fixed Q value. With the help of simulation, it

was found that g1(Q) is a uni-modal function with respect to Q for all types of demand.

This is a property that we should examine theoretically in future work, see section 6.3.
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Chapter 5

Flexibility Analysis on a Supply

Chain Contract under Stochastic

Demand: A steady-state approach

1

In this chapter, we analyse the long-run behaviour of a two echelon, single product

supply chain system when the signed QF contract is executed. We are to calculate the

mathematical expectation of per-period total purchasing, inventory holding and back-

logging costs, as a function of the contracting parameters β and Q. An assumption

is made that the demand is stochastic and stationary. Four demand patterns are ex-

amined: demand with Exponential, Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions. With

different demand patterns, the evolution of the inventory position can be modelled with

a Markov Chain and the long-run behaviour of the system can then be analysed by con-

sidering the steady-state. Due to mathematical intractabilities in Markov Chain steady

state calculation, the steady-state is estimated through simulation. A set of simulation

experiments are executed to compute the optimal values of the flexibility parameters β

and Q for each of the different demand patterns considered.

1The content of this chapter forms the basis of our second paper [45](Working paper).
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5.1 Introduction

In changing market environments, flexibility to adjust previously made decisions to

currently observed events is extremely important. In the automotive industry especially

where the flow of inventories is at the heart of the production process, the idea of a

manufacturer adjusting the quantity of components and subcomponents/parts ordered

from a supplier to align its production planning to observed end-market demand is

compelling.

Quantity flexibility was introduced in section 2.3, enabling us to acquire a broad view

of past researches done in the field. We noted in chapter 2 that under changing market

conditions, flexibility allowed entities within a supply chain system to simultaneously

share and reduce local and global risks. In chapter 4, we set up a parametric linear

programming model to study simultaneously the order quantity Q and the variation

rate β and considered the deterministic demand case, where historical data were used

as forecasted demand.

This chapter extends the study in chapter 4 to a more realistic scenario, where the

demand is considered as stochastic and stationary, and the optimal decision for the

car-manufacturer needs to be analysed. The study is appropriate in the context of just-

in-time [1] inventory control strategy, where the car manufacturer attempts to handle

stock in a cost-efficient manner. More precisely, this strategy is necessary in terms of

drawing down the amount of parts that the car manufacturer can carry in inventory at

any one time. For an elaborated explanation of just-in-time in this thesis, the reader is

referred to section 3.6.

As argued in section 3.1, the nature of the demand and the manner in which demand

information are inserted into the planning process play an important role in the type

of inventory control policy to be put in place. Several exogenous and randomly varying

factors -for instance changing economic conditions, fluctuating end-market, in various

stages of a product life-cycle can impact on the system’s state and cost structure.

In situations where the inventory control system is recurrently (over the length of

the planning horizon) affected by the aforementioned factors, Markov Chain approach

presents a simpler alternative for modelling the state of the inventory when faced with

stochastic end-market demand as opposed to the more complex stochastic dynamic

programming approach used to model QF contract in some works in the literature

[8, 23, 74]. The general approach to stochastic dynamic programming models, although
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more logical and accurate if successfully implemented, presents a great challenge in

terms of complexity as the number of periods and variables accrue. In fact, as stated in

section 3.4, Markov chains are viewed as the simplest mathematical models for random

phenomena evolving in time.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: we start, in section 5.2 with a brief de-

scription of the system that will be studied and develop the mathematical model that

we are to examine in this chapter. In section 5.2.3, we provide the list of selected distri-

butions used to approximate the demand patterns and establish the links between these

demand patterns and their key parameters. We proceed in section 5.3 by explaining

how the evolution of the inventory position can be modelled as a Markov chain process

(section 5.3.2), estimating the steady state distribution of the inventory position in the

long run (section 5.3.3) and expressing the total expected cost function with the steady

state inventory positions (section 5.3.4). In section 5.3.5 we formulate the optimisation

problem to be solved. In section 5.4, we provide a set of simulation experiments. We

end the chapter by providing concluding remarks in section 5.5.

5.2 Model Development

In this section, we provide a formal definition of the problem description and describe

the notations used throughout this chapter. Some additional notations will be intro-

duced as we proceed with the model development. The model considered is an example

of a single product, two-echelon supply chain, with the agreement of a QF contract.

The model is defined as follows:

� The buyer faces an end-market demand that is stochastic and stationary.

� The buyer’s order for parts are pulled by the end-market demand and the supplier

is under the condition of just-in-time in line with the buyer’s end market demand.

� The buyer is allowed some degrees of flexibility with regards to the initial normal

order quantity reservation Q but is required to commit to a minimum purchase

quantity Q·(1−β) below Q. The supplier on his part, guarantees to meet the firm

order provided that it does not exceed the maximum allowable purchase quantity

Q · (1 + β).

� The supplier charges a unit price of the product p(β) linear in the variation rate

β in order to protect himself from risks.
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� At the moment of the ratification of the contract with the supplier, the flexibility

parameters β and Q need to be determined to optimise the buyer’s per period

expected total cost when the signed contract is executed in the long run.

5.2.1 Assumptions

The mathematical model developed in this chapter is based on the following assump-

tions:

� Demands follow four type of distributions:

1. Exponential distribution with known parameters

2. Gamma distribution with known parameters

3. Logistic distribution with known parameters

4. Normal distribution with known parameters

.

� When signing the contract (before the start of the period), the stochastic de-

mand D is treated as being continuous and following an independent identical

distribution (i.i.d).

� Any unsatisfied demand will be backlogged and any additional products can be

inventoried to satisfy the demand in the subsequent periods.

Furthermore, we consider a cost structure comprising three main components: purchas-

ing cost, inventory holding cost and the backordering cost. Let the unit backlogging

and unit holding costs are given by s per unit per period and h per unit per period

respectively. And let x be the actual order quantity at the beginning of the period,

I(β,Q) be the expected number of units held in inventory in the period, and B(β,Q)

be the expected number of back-orders in the period. Also note that p(β) was defined

in section 1.1 which is assumed to be a linear function of β. The goal of this thesis is

to find an optimal order policy and the best combination values of β and Q (i.e the

(Q, β, x) policy) to minimise the expected total cost function g(Q, β) value in the long

run.

g(Q, β) = p(β) · x+ h · I(β,Q) + s ·B(β,Q) (5.2.1)
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The different components of the expected total cost function are further discussed in

Section 5.3.4.

5.2.2 Notations

The following notations in Table 5.1 will be used throughout this paper.

Table 5.1: Summary of Notations

Input Data

D , Total demand of the period, which is a random variable following a

known distribution (Exponential, Gamma, Logistic or Normal distri-

bution)

f(d) , Probability density function of demand D, where f(d) is the proba-

bility that D takes value d

s , Unit shortage cost per period

h , Unit inventory holding cost per period

Decision Variables

x , Actual order quantity, which arrives immediately once ordered at the

beginning of the period

Q , Nominal order quantity, Q ≥ 0

β , Variation rate with respect to the nominal order quantity, 1 ≥ β ≥ 0

Q1 , Upper bound on the actual ordered quantity per period, Q1 = Q(1−β)

Q2 , Lower bound on the actual ordered quantity per period, Q2 = Q(1+β)

k′ , is the inventory position at the beginning of the period

k , is the inventory position at the end of the period. k = k′ + x−D

5.2.3 Selected demand distributions

In this thesis, a number of probability density functions (pdf) have been examined for

four demand patterns. These include the pdfs of the Exponential, Gamma, Normal,
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Logistic distributions. The mathematical expressions of these pdfs are provided in

table 5.2.

Each of these demand patterns possesses adavatanges and disadvantages and their

own area of application. In the work of Tersine [64], it is stated for example, that the

Normal pdf is appropriate for demand functions at factory level, the Exponential pdf at

wholesale and retail level, whereas the Poisson probability density function is adequate

in cases of low, sporadic demand [26, 64].

Another reason for using a specific probability density function is due to its mathemat-

ical simplicity. In the work of Beek [69], the Logistic pdf was utilised as an alternative

for the Normal pdf due to the simple mathematical expression it yields.

In this chapter, we will make use of the pdf ’s provided in table 5.2 to analyse the

combination of β and Q obtained using each of these demand profiles, and the associated

long run expected total cost of purchasing and inventory holding and shortage costs. In

column “Parameter values” in table 5.2, the values set to the parameters for different

pdfs are provided. That is, in simulation experiments, with the given pair of values µD

and σD, all the parameter values in different pdfs can be calculated using the formulas

in column “Parameter values”.

Table 5.2: Probability density functions (pdf) for the four selected demand distributions

Name pdf Mean Variance Remarks Parameter

values

Normal 1
σD

√
2πe

− (D−µD)2

2σ2
D µD σ2

D

Exponential λe−λD λ λ = 1
µD

Logistic ae−a(D−µD)

{1+e−a(D−µD)}2 µD
π2

3a2
a = π

σD·
√

3

Gamma cv

Γ(v)
Dv−1e−cD v

c
v
c2

Γ(v,D) =
∫∞
D
e−ttv−1dt c = µD

σ2
D

Γ(v) = Γ(v, 0) v =
µ2D
σ2
D

5.3 Application of the Markov chain model

In the problem considered in this PhD thesis, the buyer periodically reviews the state

of the inventory position throughout the duration of the QF contract and attempt to

place the actual order quantity at the beginning of each period in line with the end-
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market demand, which is unknown (but follows i.i.d) when signing the contract and is

known with certainty at the beginning of the period. Under the just-in-time delivery

assumption, the lead time is zero. That is, the order will arrive immediately when it

is placed at the beginning of the period. If kn represents the inventory position at the

end of period n after n reviews, the kn is only relevant to kn−1, which is the beginning

of the period n and the demand in period n. It is not relevant to any other inventory

position before period n− 1. Then the sequence {kn : n ∈ N} is a Markov Chain.

5.3.1 Steps for computing the optimal long-run expected total

cost

In this subsection, we provide the main steps required for computing the long run

behaviour of the inventory system. These steps will be further elaborated in the sub-

sequent sections.

� Step One: Formulate the transition probability function p(k′, k) for the Markov

Chain.

This is the transition probability of inventory position moving from state k′ at

the beginning of a period to state k at the end of the period. We are to formulate

that p(k′, k) as the function of β and Q in section 5.3.2.

� Step Two: Simulate the Markov Chain steady-state probability π(k) in section

5.3.3.

Initially, the aim is to derive the Markov Chain steady-state probability π(k) in

an analytical way. Due to the mathematical complexity, this is finally achieved

through approximation approaches.

� Step Three: Simulate the total expected cost g(β,Q) in section 5.3.4.

This is aimed at providing the mathematical expression for the expected total

cost of purchasing, inventory holding/backorder in steady-state.

� Step Four: Derive the best combinations of β and Q to provide the minimum

total expect cost g(β,Q) through simulation.

In following sections 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, we explain in more details how the

respective steps are computed.
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5.3.2 Step One, Transition Probability

Two basic constraints need to be introduced before we derive the transition probability

p(k′, k).

According to the definition of the QF contract at the beginning of this chapter, the con-

straint on the actual order quantity at the beginning of a period can be mathematically

expressed by:

Q1 ≤ x ≤ Q2 (5.3.1)

Apart from the above constraint, another well-known balance constraint is that the end

inventory position k should equate the sum of the inventory position at the beginning

of the current period k′ and the actual order quantity delivered at the beginning of

the period x minus the demand in this period. This balance constraint is expressed in

equation (5.3.2).

k = k′ + x−D (5.3.2)

In addition, one assumption is made that the total demand at the end of the period is

exactly known at the beginning of the corresponding period when making the decisions

about the actual order quantity. Below, we establish the transition probability of in-

ventory position moving from state k′ to state k under three different scenarios, where

k > 0, k < 0 and k = 0. The buyer’s optimal order policies are different under three

different scenarios.

� Scenario one: k > 0

The fact that k > 0 means that the buyer should order as few as possible to avoid

the high holding cost but no less than the minimum quantity Q1 defined in the

QF contract. Hence the order quantity should at least be Q1 which means that

the demand D ∼ (Q1 +k′−k). Due to the fact that the stochastic demand D > 0,

we have k′ ≥ k −Q1 naturally.

In this scenario, we have

p(k′, k) = f(k′ +Q1 − k) (5.3.3)
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� Scenario two: k < 0

The fact that k < 0 means that the buyer should order as many units as possible to

avoid high shortage cost. However, there is a upper limit Q2 due to the supplier’s

capacity defined in the QF contract. Thus the demand D ∼ (Q2 + k′ − k). Due

to the fact that the stochastic demand D > 0, we have k′ ≥ k −Q2 naturally.

In this scenario, we have

p(k′, k) = f(k′ +Q2 − k) (5.3.4)

� Scenario three: k = 0

The fact k = 0 means that the initial inventory position k′ with the arrival of

the actual order quantity x at the beginning of the period could just satisfy the

demand in this period without any surplus. Thus the demand D ∼ k′ + x. Due

to the fact that the stochastic demand D > 0, we have k′ ≥ −x ≥ −Q1 naturally.

In this scenario, we have

p(k′, k) =

∫ Q2

Q1

f(k′ + q)dq (5.3.5)

From the above analysis, the continuous-state Markov Chain transition probability can

be formulated as:

p(k′, k) =



f(k′ +Q1 − k) if k>0 and k′ ≥ k −Q1∫ Q2

Q1

f(k′ + q)dq if k = 0 and k′ ≥ −Q1

f(k′ +Q2 − k) if k<0 and k′ ≥ k −Q2

0 otherwise

(5.3.6)

Note that the summation of all probabilities should amount to unity. Therefore we

have:

p(k′, 0) +

∫ 0

−∞
p(k′, k)dk +

∫ +∞

0

p(k′, k)dk = 1 (5.3.7)

Let P (k′, k) be the transition probability matrix, which consists of the one-step tran-

sition probabilities p(k′, k) for the given demand pattern. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
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examples of transition probability matrices for the four demand patterns with different

pdfs provided in table 5.2. In the example, the parameters are set with the fixed values:

Q = 80, β = 0.2. The parameter values for Normal pdf are set as µD = 80 and σD = 20

and the parameter values for other pdfs can be calculated using the formulas in column

“Parameter values” in table 5.2.

(a) P (k′, k) for the demand pattern with Ex-
ponential pdf

(b) P (k′, k) for the demand pattern with Nor-
mal pdf

(c) P (k′, k) for the demand pattern with
Gamma pdf

(d) P (k′, k) for the demand pattern with Lo-
gistic pdf

Figure 5.1: Transition probability matrices for demand patterns with different pdfs

5.3.3 Step Two, Steady-state distribution

The goal of this subsection is to provide the mathematical expression of the steady-

state distribution of the inventory level in continuous state-space. The section explains

the difficulties encountered in attempting to obtain an analytical steady state distri-

bution from the transition probabilities given in Step One. Finally, we propose three

approaches aimed at obtaining an approximate steady state calculation. These include:

(1) Tauchen’s method[63], the Look Ahead estimator (LAE)[13] and a modified version
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of the LAE’s method using a long generated time series [61].

In section 3.5, we covered the theoretical approach used to computing the analytical

form of the steady-state distribution in the case of a continuous state-space. In this

section, we apply the approach to the current problem.

The problem is to find π(k) with k ∈ (−∞,+∞) as the steady-state distribution -

provided that it exists, that the inventory position is k. Combining equations (3.5.10)

and (5.3.6), the complete form of the condition for the existence of a steady-state

distribution of the inventory level in the current work in the continuous state-space

case is given by:

π(k) =



∫ +∞

k−Q1

f(k′ +Q1 − k)π(k′)dk′ if k>0∫ +∞

−Q1

∫ Q2

Q1

f(k′ + q)π(k′)dqdk′ if k = 0∫ k−Q2

−∞
f(k′ +Q2 − k)π(k′)dk′ if k<0

(5.3.8)

∫ +∞

−∞
π(k)dk = 1 (5.3.9)

5.3.3.1 Approximate solution to the steady-state distribution

As can be seen in equation (5.3.8), the function π(k) describing the steady-state dis-

tribution of the inventory level appears in both sides. Therefore, finding the analytical

solution will require solving a system of differential equations. Attempting to solve

these generated system of differential equations is extremely challenging. Therefore, we

recourse to simulation for finding an approximate solution. For convenience, we replace

the continuous state Markov model with a discrete approximation to the Autoregressive

Process of the first order, AR(1) of the form:

Sn = ρSn−1 + ξn (5.3.10)

Equation (5.3.10) is comparable to the first order SDE provided in chapter 3 (see

equation (3.4.3)), with α(Sn) = ρ · Sn, φ(Sn) = 1, and ξn = D, in which ρ is a

constant. In many studies in literature, Markov chains are routinely generated as
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discrete approximations to AR(1) processes given in equation (5.3.10) [61].

In equation (5.3.10), assumption is made that ξn is independent and identically dis-

tributed, and follows a known distribution. Let σk be the standard deviation of the

inventory position from its mean. Here, the confidence interval for the stationary distri-

bution will be considered to be within 3 standard deviation (3σk) away from the mean,

where σk is approximated by assuming that the exogenous process ξn follows a known

distribution with a given variance σ2
D.

σ2
k =

σ2
D

1− ρ2
(5.3.11)

In order to approximate the continuous state process Markov chain, three methods were

considered. These include:

� Tauchen’s method [63] (see figure 5.2, column 1). A most commonly used method

for approximating a continuous state process with a finite state Markov chain.

Although this method is convenient in terms of state-space discretisation, it in-

troduces unquantifiable errors. Its accuracy increases with the amount of states

but the computational time also substantially increases with an increased number

of states.

� Look Ahead Estimator (LAE) [13](see figure 5.2, column 3), a method used to

compute densities associated with continuous Markov processes via the combina-

tion of both simulation and an estimator termed LAE. In this approach, each

sequence of densities as seen in figure 5.3 converges to the unique stationary den-

sity. In this approach, the continuous state-space is converted into finite states,

and the observation of the sequence of density as the system evolves in discrete

time is computed. This approach, although more representative of the evolu-

tion of an infinite state-space Markov chain evolving in discrete time, requires in

occasions many observations for the system to reach steady-state.

� Let n be the total number of observations and m be the m-th observation. A

Modified LAE (see figure 5.2, column 2). In this approach, an approximation

of the stationary density is obtained using a generated long time series. The

estimate of π(k) [61] is obtained using the equation (5.3.12) below.

π̄n(k) =
1

n

n∑
m=1

p(Sm, k) (5.3.12)
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Equation 5.3.12 is comparable to the LAE [13], although the generated observa-

tions represent a single time series. For more explanation, the reader is encouraged

to read the work of Sargent[61]. Here, we only focus on the implementation of

the approach.

Figure 5.2 shows estimations of the steady-state distributions for all the selected demand

profiles using Tauchen’s Method; the modified LAE using a generated long Time Series,

and LAE. In order to generate these instances of approximate solutions to the steady-

state distribution seen in figure 5.2, we use the scenario given in table 5.3 below.

Table 5.3: Input Data

µD σD β Q ρ n

80 9.0 0.2 80 0.0 500
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Figure 5.2: The estimated steady state distribution for all the selected demand profiles
using Tauchen’s Method; single Time Series generation and LAE

When trying to approximate the continuous Markov chain to a finite state model in

all of the methods considered, the assumption is made that the demand is independent

and identically distributed. Hence, we assumed that the process generating demand

is non-persistent with ρ = 0.0. In this case, σD = σk. When ρ 6= 0, the system is

said to be persistent, which means that previous states, still carries certain degree of

influence (although small) on subsequent states. This is shown in figure 5.3 below. In

these cases, we can also see that the steady-steady distribution is approximately the

same as the case of a non-persistent system although these will result in a non-smooth

expected cost model in the case of a dynamic system (A topic of the future works, see

chapter 6).

Figure 5.3: The estimated steady state distribution for all the selected demand profiles
using LAE for different values of ρ
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5.3.4 Step Three, Derivation of the steady-state expected To-

tal Cost function

The total cost function - also termed (Q, β,x) policy cost, consists of three different

components. These include the purchasing cost, and the inventory holding and backlog

costs. The expected total cost is the expected sum of all these components. Below, we

provide the full equation of the expected total cost g(β,Q) for the discrete state-space

case only since only the discrete expression will be used in the simulation.

We first analyse the expected purchasing cost. There are three scenarios: When there

is a positive value of inventory position at the end of the period, the quantity that the

buyer orders for replenishment is the minimum possible quantity Q1; when there is a

negative value of inventory position at the end of the period, the demand is backordered

and the quantity that the buyer orders for replenishment is the maximum possible

quantity Q2. When the inventory poistion at the end of the period equals to zero, the

quantity that the buyer orders for replenishment is x = d− k′ between the upper and

lower bounds Q1 and Q2 the specified in the contract.

In addition, there should be upper limit on the inventory position due to the capacity

of the warehouse and there should be a lower limit on the inventory postion due to

the allowable number of backorders. We define the kmax > 0 be the upper limit of the

inventory position and kmin < 0 be the lower limit of the inventory position. Thus we

have the expected order quantity as:

E(x) = Q1

∞∑
d=0

kmax∑
k′=d−Q1

f(d)·π(k′)+Q2

∞∑
d=0

d−Q2∑
k′=kmin

f(d)·π(k′)+
∞∑
d=0

d−Q1∑
k′=d−Q2

(d−k′)f(d)·π(k′)

(5.3.13)

And the expected total cost function can be expressed as:

g(β,Q) = p(β)E(x) + h

kmax∑
k=1

kπ(k) + s

−1∑
k=kmin

kπ(k) (5.3.14)

As can be seen in (5.3.14), the mathematical expectation of the total cost is parame-

terised by β and Q. Therefore, the goal for the last step will be to find the values of β

and Q which minimises the expected total cost function. This is thoroughly explained
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in the following subsection 5.3.5.

5.3.5 Step Four, Optimal combination of (β,Q) in the long-run

In this section, we provide the mathematical optimisation formulation for the expected

total cost function given in equation (5.3.14). This formulation represents the decision

problem for the car manufacturer at contracting level as she attempts to align her order

with the demand for cars under the condition of just-in-time.

Denote S(β,Q) the feasible region of the problem parameterised by β and Q such that

0 ≤ Q ≤ +∞ and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 . The values β? and Q? minimising the expected total

cost in the long run are obtained by solving the following optimisation problem:

min g(β,Q)

s.t. 0 ≤ Q ≤ +∞
0 ≤ β ≤ 1

(5.3.15)

Alternatively, we can state that the optimal expected value of the total cost of purchas-

ing, and holding and shortage cost is given by:

g(β?, Q?) = min
β,Q∈S(β,Q)

g(β,Q). (5.3.16)

The expected mathematical function of the total cost g(β,Q) has already been derived

and is given in equation (5.3.14). In the following sections, through simulation, we will

compute the expected total cost for a designed experiment where all the selected types

of demand distributions are applied.

5.4 Numerical Example

In this section, we provide a computational experiments whose purpose is to numerically

compute the best combination of key parameters β and Q of the (Q, β, x) policy. As

previously mentioned, the knowledge of these parameters are crucial before ratifying

the contract in order to minimise the buyer’s expected total procurement, and inventory
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holding and shortage costs in the long-run.

We will also analyse the results obtained to underline the impact of a given demand

distribution on the optimisation results and their significance. To help simulate the

expected Total cost function, experiments carried out in this chapter were performed

using codes written in Python 3.6.

5.4.1 Input Data

In the experimental work, we consider demands for parts in the period to follow four

selected distributions with mean µD = 100 units per month and standard deviation

σD = 30. Here we reintroduce some of the most significant assumptions. For the

full account of the assumptions made, the reader is referred to section 5.2. Listed in

Table 5.4 are the inputs of the numerical example.

Table 5.4: Input Data

µD units h£ /unit s£ /unit c0£ /unit c1£ /unit

100 2 10 10 0.5

5.4.2 Numerical results

Here, we provide numerical results linked to our problem. We start by providing the

reader with a better view of how the steady state distributions are mapped against k

using different distributions. For that purpose, we provide side-by-side 2-Dimensional

illustration of the locus of π(k).

Three different standard deviations σD are experimented when mapping the locus of

the steady-state distribution to see how both the confidence interval and the shape of

the steady state distributions for different combination of β and Q are affected by the

standard deviation. We then provide the optimisation results for the long-run expected

total cost g(β,Q) with different levels of complexity, using the following cases:

1. Single parameter optimisation of the function gQ(β). In this experiment, the

nominal quantity Q is fixed at 100 units and the variation rate β is varied within

the interval B = [0.0, 1.0]
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2. Single parameter optimisation of the function gβ(Q). In this experiment, the

variation rate β is fixed at 20% and the nominal quantity Q is varied within the

interval Q = [80, 120]

3. Then conjoint parameters optimisation of the function g(β,Q). Here, both param-

eters β and Q are simultaneously varied within the intervals B and Q respectively.

5.4.3 Locus of the steady-state distribution π(k)

Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 provides graphical illustrations of the locus of the steady state

distribution for: (1) a fixed value of Q and varying values of β; (2) a fixed value of

β and varying Q; (3) simultaneously varying both parameters β and Q. All these

experiments are conducted using the modified version of LAE (generating a long time

series which correspond to potential inventory states). The experiments are carried out

using different values of the standard deviation σD.

Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 show that σD is proportional to the confidence interval. Fig-

ure 5.4 also shows that using the normal and logistic distributions to approximate the

demand distribution (which is represented by ξn in equation 5.3.10), amounts to similar

shape for the locus of steady state distribution. These shapes are strongly symmetric

for lower values of σD. The Gamma distribution also results to the same shape of

the locus of the steady state distribution but only when the value of σD is kept low.

For higher values of σD, the shape of the locus of steady state distributions using the

Gamma distribution becomes more and more different from the locus obtained using

both normal and logistic distributions. Unlike the Logistic, Normal and Gamma (for

lower values of σD) which results to similar shape for the steady state distribution func-

tion, the exponential approximation results to an asymmetric locus of the steady state

distribution which is different from the locus obtained using the Gamma, Logistic and

Normal approximation to ξn.
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Figure 5.4: The estimated steady state distribution for all the selected demand profiles
using LAE for fixed Q and β ∈ [0, 0.5]

Figure 5.5: The estimated steady state distribution for all the selected demand profiles
using LAE for fixed β and Q ∈ [80, 120]
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Figure 5.6: The estimated steady state distribution for all the selected demand profiles
using LAE for β ∈ [0.0, 0.5] and Q ∈ [80, 120]

5.4.4 Optimisation of the long-run expected total cost func-

tion

In the experiment carried out in this subsection we arbitrarily use the value σD = 10.

We simulate the function gβ(Q) for a fixed value of β and the function gQ(β) for a

fixed value of Q. We show through graphical illustrations that the function gQ(β) is

convex with respect to β for a fixed Q and gβ(Q) is convex for a fixed value of β . For

illustration purposes, in figures 5.7a, 5.7b, 5.7c and 5.7d, we fix the value of Q for the

graph of gQ(β) to 100 units, and β ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. For the graph of gβ(Q), in figures 5.9a,

5.9b, 5.9c and 5.9d, we fix the value of β to 0.2 and Q ∈ [80, 120]

5.4.5 Optimisation of the function gQ(β)

Figures 5.7a, 5.7b, 5.7c and 5.7d depict the graphs of gQ(β) for Exponential, Gamma,

Logistic and Normal distributions. These graphs shows that the function gQ(β) is

convex when using the gamma, logistic and normal distribution to approximate the
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demand distribution. However, gQ(β) is not convex when the exponential distribution

is used.

(a) Exponential (b) Gamma

(c) Logistic (d) Normal

Figure 5.7: Relationship between gQ(β) and variable β for all types of demand.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of gQ(β) for Q = 100

Figure 5.8 depicts the maps of the function gQ(β) using of the selected demand distri-

butions.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the function gQ(β) for all the demand types mapped the same

graphs. The figure shows that the plots obtained using Normal, Logistic and Gamma

distributions as demand distributions are very similar to each other. However, the

graph of the expected total cost function using the exponential distribution is different

from those of the other demand types.

Table 5.5: Optimum result for the function gQ(β)

Demand distribution Q β∗ gQ(β∗)

Exponential 100 1.0 1163.520

Gamma 100 0.27 1015.486

Logistic 100 0.29 1017.311

Normal 100 0.26 1014.556
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5.4.6 Optimisation of the function gβ(Q)

Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, 5.9c and 5.9d show the graph of gβ(Q). These graphs show that

the function gβ(Q) is monotonically increasing when using the exponential distribu-

tion to approximate the demand distribution. However, gβ(Q) is shown to be convex

when using the gamma, logistic and normal distribution to approximate the demand

distribution.

(a) Exponential (b) Gamma

(c) Logistic (d) Normal

Figure 5.9: Relationship between gβ(Q) and variable β for all types of demand.

Figure 5.10 depicts the maps of the function gβ(Q) using of the selected demand dis-

tributions.

In figure 5.10, the function gβ(Q) for all the demand types is plotted in the same

graphs. It can be clearly seen that the graphs obtained using Normal, Logistic and

Gamma distributions as demand profiles are very close to each other. However, the

graph of the expected total cost function using the exponential distribution is different

from the other demand types.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of gβ(Q) for β = 0.2

Table 5.6: Optimum result for the function gβ(Q)

Demand distribution β Q∗ gβ(Q∗)

Exponential 0.2 80 1260.944

Gamma 0.2 94 995.690

Logistic 0.2 93 991.839

Normal 0.2 94 989.589

5.4.7 Optimisation of the function g(β,Q)

Here, we provide the results of the optimal combination of β and Q. The experiment

carried out in sections 5.4.5 and 5.4.5 shows that the function g(β,Q) is convex with

respect to one of the parameters, except in the case where the demand distribution

is approximated by an exponential distribution. Therefore, we will work with the

Gamma, logistic and Normal distributions to provide a search technique that can be

used to compute the global optimal values of the parameters β and Q.
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The method used here is similar to the approach taken in section 4.6. We start by

providing some new terminologies as follows:

Let (β?, Q?) be the optimal values of the variation rate and nominal quantity that

minimise the long-run expected total cost g(β,Q) given in equation (5.3.14). It follows

that,

g(β?, Q?) = min
Q∈Q

min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) = min
β∈B

min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q) (5.4.1)

g2(Q) = min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (5.4.2)

β2(Q) = arg min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (5.4.3)

Where:

� Q represents the range of Q without knowing the value of β.

� B represents the range of β without knowing the value of Q.

� B(Q) represents the range of β for a given value of Q.

� Q(β) denotes the range of Q with a given value of β.

5.4.8 Search for g(β?, Q?)

In this section, we provide the experimental results for the optimal values β?, Q? and

g(β?, Q?). The results obtained when Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions are

used as demand profiles are provided in table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Optimum result for the function g(β∗, Q∗)

Demand distribution Q∗ β∗ g(β∗, Q∗)

Gamma 0.25 102 1034.68

Logistic 0.25 105 1066.59

Normal 0.25 100 1014.57

Figure 5.11 shows the optimal steady state profiles for the Gamma, Logistic and Nor-

mal distributions. These profiles were drawn using the optimal values of the nominal

quantities and variation rates provided in table 5.7.
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Figure 5.11: The optimal steady-state π(k) profiles for Gamma, Logistic and Normal
distributions

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered quantity flexibility within a stochastic demand setting

with the goal of developing a policy between two entities -a car manufacturer and

its supplier, interacting in a supply chain characterised by a decentralised decisional

structure. As was the case in Chapter 4, decisions are being made at contracting level

before any agreement is made in order to determine the combination of the values of β

and Q which minimises the car manufacturer’s expected total cost of purchasing, and

inventory holding and backorder costs.

The underlying problem structure was modelled as a Markov chain with past decisions

having diminished influence on the present. After carrying out theoretical and experi-

mental analyses, it was found that when the demand profile is approximated by either

the Gamma, Logistic or Normal distributions the expected total cost function g(β,Q)

is convex with respect of one of the parameters. That is to say, gβ(Q) is convex when

β is fixed and Q is let to vary and gQ(β) is convex with respect to β when Q is fixed.

Knowing that the functions gβ(Q) and gQ(β) are convex is very important in terms

of finding the global optimum β? and Q?. As was the case in chapter 4, the optimal

long-run total expected cost was found by running a simple bidirectional search to find

the optimum values of β and Q which sequentially fixes Q to obtain the function g1(Q)

then compute the optimum value of β by optimising the function β1(Q) as elaborated

in subsection 5.4.7.

In terms of the joint optimum values of the variation rate (β?) and nominal quantity

(Q?), β? was the same when using the Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions as

demand profiles. But the values of Q? differed depending on which distribution was
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being used. The optimum value of Q obtained using the normal distribution is the

same as the mean (Q? = µD = 100 units), while the values of Q? obtained using the

Gamma and Logistic distributions were slightly different although they are close to the

mean of the demand (Q? = 102 units for the Gamma distribution and Q? = 106 units

for the Logistic distribution)
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Introduction

The prevailing theme in this thesis has been the application of QF contracts in coordi-

nating actions within a two-echelon supply chain system characterised by a decentralised

decisional structure. Supply chain coordination through QF contracts has been widely

studied in the literature and extensively used in industries. A detailed review of QF

contracts is provided in Chapter 2 and the reader is also referred to the work done in

[9, 14, 66] for further readings on the topic.

The supply chain system considered throughout this thesis consists of two entities: a

car manufacturer (buyer), a Stackelberg leader and a parts supplying company. The

principal focus was to determine –at contracting level, the optimum ordering policy

parameterised by key parameters: the variation rate β and the nominal quantityQ. Two

major steps were taken for the analysis of the problem. These included the study within

a deterministic setting for step one and for step two, a stochastic setting was considered.

In this chapter, we summarise in Section 6.2 the work undertaken throughout the course

of this PhD to attain our aims and objectives and outline future works to be done in

Section 6.3.
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6.2 Summary of the thesis

To summarise this thesis, we addressed the important task of determining at strategic

level key parameters holding the QF contract between two entities: A car manufacturer

and its parts supplier. We studied the problem in two different steps listed below:

� step one: Deterministic setting where the demand was considered known in ad-

vance and forecast acquired through historical data.

� step two: Stochastic setting where the demand was assumed probabilistic and

stationary.

In both the above mentioned steps, the car manufacturer’s response is reactive based

on the end-market demand forecast. The order quantity on the car manufacturer side

is pulled by demands. The supplier is under the condition of just-in-time to supply

parts as they are ordered by the car manufacturer who seeks to align its order with the

end-market demand.

For step one -see Chapter 4, we considered a two-echelon supply chain system model

within a deterministic setting and analysed key parameters: the variation rate β and

the nominal quantity Q. The model was developed based on a one year historical

requirement of past planning horizon shown in Table 4.4. We considered for step one,

different types of demand distributions. These included stationary normally distributed,

non-stationary and decreasing, non-stationary and increasing, and non-stationary with

a wedge shape.

The mathematical formulation of the problem was converted into a Parametric linear

program comprising a primal and dual formulations. Due to the fact that the flexibility

parameter β and nominal quantity Q appeared in the constraints of the primal LP , it

was judged more convenient to utilise the dual LP in the theoretical analysis in order to

circumvent the complexity met in solving the primal problem. The convexity property

of the objective function of the total cost with respect to β and Q was examined. First

we considered a very simplistic analysis in single parameter convexity and then the

jointly convex property of the function was examined. It was found that the optimal

function g(β,Q) is convex if either of the parameters -say β for gβ(Q) and Q for gQ(β), is

fixed. We arrived at the conclusion that joint convexity of g(β,Q) with respect to both

β and Q could not be established. Since the optimal solution could not be analytically
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obtained, numerical evaluations of the best combinations of β and Q were carried out

in order to aid managerial decision in selecting the best policy.

In step two -see Chapter 5, we considered the demand to be random and stationary.

For this step we considered the case where backordering is allowed should stock-out

occur.

The policy adopted was termed the (Q, β, x) policy with a structure such that: at the

beginning of the period, we order a quantity x based on the state of the inventory.

Since assumption was made that while making the ordering decision, the demand is

exactly known at the beginning of the period, two situations arises: x = Q(1 − β) in

the case the end inventory will be positive (or the probability of carrying inventory

through subsequent reviews is assumed higher) and x = Q(1 + β) if the inventory by

the review time is negative (or the stock-out is likely to occur).

In this setting, we assumed that the demand profile followed four selected types of

distributions: Exponential, Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions. As proven

through simulation, the Exponential distribution performed poorly as opposed to the

Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions. Assumption was made that the demand’s

mean µD and standard deviation σD were known to us.

Expression for the transition probability linking two successive reviews were provided

and from it we estimated the stationary probability using three distinctive approaches:

Tauchen’s method, the look-ahead estimator and a modified version of the look-ahead

estimator.

After estimating the steady-state profile of the inventory level, we then computed the

mathematical expectation of the total cost of purchasing, and inventory holding and

shortage using the Exponential, Gamma, Logistic and Normal distributions as demand

profiles. The total cost function which constitutes the objective function of optimisation

problem was parameterised by β and Q.

The experimental analysis carried out on the objective function proved that that g(β,Q)

is convex with respect to β when Q is fixed and convex with respect to Q when β is

fixed. A numerical experiment was then carried out to simulate the combination of

β and Q which minimises the objective functions gβ(Q), gQ(β) and g(β,Q). In the

following section, we provide future works to be done in the direction of this thesis.
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6.3 Future research

To finish this thesis, we present the different avenues through which the research car-

ried out through the course of this PhD can be expanded. To formally complete the

work done in the deterministic setting , three main point are needed. Firstly, consid-

ering the assumptions made in the deterministic setting, future work should concern

with analytically finding a unique solution to the mathematical model using appropriate

methods -while assuming that the necessary assumptions hold. Among candidate meth-

ods considered, are Parametric Simplex method and parametric interior point methods.

Secondly, further simulation works should be carried out to analyse the trade-offs be-

tween Total cost, variation rate (β), Nominal quantity (Q), Holding cost (h) and the

shortage cost (s).

In Chapter 4 we described how determining the uni-modality or convexity of a function

guarantees a global optimum. since the convexity of the total cost could not be proven,

numerical experiments have shown that the function can at least be proven uni-modal

within the feasible domain. This would be an interesting proof to establish. Hence, it

remains to be seen if the uni-modality of the function g(β,Q) with respect to both β

and Q can be proven. To refresh the reader on what we mean by proving uni-modality

of the optimal Total cost function, we explain in the following subsection its connection

to the current work.

6.3.1 Uni-modality of the optimal function of the Total Cost

So far in this work, we have assumed that the optimal values (β?, Q?) which max-

imises the optimal function of the dual linear program, V (β,Q) also minimises the

optimal function of the primal linear program, F (β,Q). From an economic standpoint

however, this does not make sense and it is also unrealistic to maximise V (β,Q). In

Equation (4.3.12), assumption was made that p(β) is an increasing and convex function

reflecting the fact the larger β is, the more risk the supplier is taking and the higher

price he charges and the higher the marginal price increase. It is unrealistic to pre-

sume that the value of β minimising the inventory holding/shortage cost V (β,Q) does

necessarily minimise the total cost of purchasing and inventory holding/shortage cost,

g(β,Q). That is why this research is interesting. The larger β is, the lower is the in-

ventory holding/shortage cost (which is common sense and we don’t need mathematics

to understand it), but the higher the purchase cost (which is also common sense). The
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interest of this research and mathematical model lies in their contribution to find the

best trade-off. The aim is to find the best parameters (β?, Q?) ∈ β such that:

g(β?, Q?) = min
Q∈Q

min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) = min
β∈B

min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q) (6.3.1)

In the following lines, we will discuss the convexity and uni-modality of the function

g(β,Q). The reason to studying the convexity and uni-modality of g(β,Q) is that;

If the function g(β,Q) were (jointly) convex over Ω, (β?, Q?) could be found through

double binary search.

We have proved so far that given one parameters (say Q), g(β,Q) is convex with respect

to β, we have also proved that if ∆β and ∆Q are changing in different directions, V (β)

is convex and g(β) is convex. But we have failed to prove jointly convex property of

g(β,Q). With the single parameters convexity of g(β,Q) the corresponding optimal

value of the other variable can be found through binary search. The remaining problem

is to find the optimal value of the first variable. Although this can be done with

systematic search, the results will be less attractive and time consuming. That is why

it might be possible to find less strong results which still make it possible to use binary

search to find the optimal value of the first variable (β if Q is fixed, and Q if β is fixed).

To be more specific, if we denote

g1(Q) = min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (6.3.2)

β1(Q) = arg min
β∈B(Q)

g(β,Q) (6.3.3)

For any given value of Q, since g(β), β1(Q) and g1(Q) can be found through binary

search. But we do not know the property of function g1. Hence we will try to theoreti-

cally prove that g1 is negative uni-modal. If it were so also theoretically, Q? would still

be found through binary search. it is important to note that

β1(Q) 6= arg min
β∈B(Q)

V (β,Q)

Similarly, we denote

g2(β) = min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q)
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Q2(β) = arg min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q)

Then we have:

β? = arg min
β∈B

g2(β)

Q? = Q2(β?)

For the same reason as for g1, it seems interesting to check whether g2 is negative

uni-modal over B. The interest of proceeding in this way is that

Q2(β) = arg min
Q∈Q(β)

g(β,Q) = arg min
Q∈Q(β)

V (β,Q)

since the purchase cost is independent of Q.

6.3.2 Problem related to proving uni-modality in this work

So far, we have proved on the paper that given one parameters (say Q), min
β∈B(Q)

g (β,Q)

is convex but we have failed so far to prove that g1(Q) = min
β∈B(Q)

g (β,Q) is convex. In

addition, we don’t think that it is the case because then g(β,Q) will be jointly convex.

Having failed to demonstrate that, we now need to prove non-negative uni-modality of

the parametric function g1(Q) in order to guarantee a minimum solution.

(a) Convex and uni-modal function, g′(Q) (b) Strictly uni-modal function, g′(Q)

Figure 6.1: Shows the difference between Convexity and Uni-Modality

In Figure 6.1, we illustrate the difference between the concepts of convexity and uni-

modality. As can be seen in figure 6.1, a convex function is uni-modal but the opposite
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is not necessary true. In addition to being uni-modal, picture A and B shows example

of negative uni-modal.

In terms of proving negative uni-modality. One need to show for instance, given Qa, Qb

and Qc ∈ Q such that Qa<Qb<Qc.

If g1(Qa) ≤ g1(Qb)→ g1(Qb)<g1(Qc) then g1(Q) is negative uni-modal.

6.3.3 Other Future Work

An additional further work on the contracting level, would be to consider an extra

step where the demand is assumed to be stochastic and non-stationary. In this step, it

would be assumed that the demand is not stationary and varies from month to month.

In that case, the mean of the demand can be different. In order to develop a capacity

management policy that can help deal with demand uncertainty, one can envisage using

stochastic dynamic programming to minimise the cost over the entire planning horizon.

Thus far, we have concerned ourselves with solving the problem at contracting -or

strategic level. At the operational level, an assumption that was explored in the lit-

erature review in chapter 2 was that of the Rolling Horizon flexibility contract where

decision are taken on a period basis. The focus of this potential step will be based on

developing an ordering policy considering the inaccuracy of the demand. The challenge

in achieving this goal resides on the fact that, with rolling horizon, each time we try

to minimise the total cost, we can find out that the decision is wrong based upon new

information. The objective will still be to minimise total cost over the contract length.

One can attempt to use stochastic theory to update the previous forecast according to

the new forecast considering the decisions that were previously made.
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